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COMMENT
A  d e e r  i n  h e a d l i g h t s 

For the last 10 years, businesses, me-
dia outlets, and individuals have asked 
me the same question: “How is society 
responding to population aging?” My 
response is always the same. “Not well.” 
That answer has always bothered me, as it 
does not tell the story the way it needs to 
be told. So here is a better one: So far, so-
ciety is like the proverbial deer caught in 
the headlights of a speeding car—frozen 
in place and unable to get out of the way, 
even though it knows it’s in trouble.

Over the last few decades, many of us 
have repeatedly heard the “Pig in the 
Python” analogy of the Boomers moving 
through the life course. This analogy has 
been beaten to death, yet governments, 
businesses, healthcare, communities, 
families and individuals have barely 
budged in response. Just like the deer in 
the headlights. Let me share a few num-
bers to support this view:

•	 Only	17%	of	cities	have	an	official	stra-
tegic plan in place for addressing the 
issues and opportunities presented by 
Boomers and their parents.

•	 Only	30%	of	Fortune	500	CEOs	have	
plans in place for the Boomer market.

•	 An	estimated	95%	of	all	marketing	
dollars	are	spent	on	the	under-35	age	
group,	even	though	the	age	65-plus	
market	has	47	times	more	wealth	than	
the younger population.

•	 Healthcare	is	still	not	designed	to	
address multiple chronic-health 
conditions,	yet	50%	of	age	65-plus	
Americans	have	two	or	more	such	con-
ditions. Health professionals also lack 

the training to address these issues 
effectively.

•	 Families	and	individuals	are	ill-
prepared for growing old, whether 
the focus is health maintenance or 
financial	stability.	For	example,	76%	
of Boomers say they will work into 
their	late	70s,	yet	40%	of	those	in	this	
group who retired early did so due to 
health issues.

The real question is, How do we change 
this	picture?	As	it	is	for	the	deer	in	the	
highlights, the logical answer for us is to 
take action. We need to shift our para-
digms and thinking when it comes to 
population aging. 

The active-aging industry is one of the 
few that has acted, yet our challenge as 
professionals is to become even greater 
advocates for the older population. 
Why? Because there are few of us in so-
ciety pushing for change. To truly have 
an impact on the way cities are built, 
healthcare is designed, businesses and 
marketers address customers, and fami-
lies and individuals prepare for old age, 
we must pick up the mantle. We need 
to advocate for our residents, members, 
clients or customers, as well as our aging 
staff, our families and ourselves. It is our 
future we are creating together.

Here are some examples of the kind of 
societal responses needed:

•	 Governments	need	to	create	and	sup-
port policies, funding and tax breaks 
for organizations, communities and 

businesses that create and deliver 
active-aging programs.

•	 Businesses	need	to	train,	retrain	and	
retain more of their workforce by 
offering active-aging programs for 
workers.

•	 Communities	need	to	provide	settings	
and supportive organizations to de-
liver active-aging opportunities and 
environments.

•	 Families	need	to	prepare	for	their	
loved ones’ aging by becoming more 
informed about issues and taking 
steps in advance to support their 
quality of life in later years.

•	 Individuals	need	to	decide	if	they	
want to embrace a lifestyle that 
achieves quality of life by living as 
fully as possible throughout the life 
span.

So, how will you address population 
aging?

Colin Milner, CEO
International Council on Active Aging®
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Industry NEWS

Construction starts on 
Florida community
With more than 80% of its residences 
reserved, The Terraces at Bonita Springs, 
Florida, has obtained bond financing to 
begin construction on its new US$70-
million senior living community. The 
Terraces will be located between Naples 
and Fort Myers on approximately 20 
acres off the South Tamiami Trail, near 
Bonita Bay Club and Highland Woods 
Golf and Country Club. To celebrate the 
start of construction, the community 
hosted a recent groundbreaking. This 
event included an on-site ceremony for 
developers and elected officials, followed 
by a reception for future residents, local 
dignitaries and invited guests.

Once complete, The Terraces will in-
clude amenities such as fine dining, a 
bistro, a sky lounge with rooftop views, 
a performance center auditorium and 
a creative arts studio. The community, 
sponsored by Santa Fe Senior Living, 
will also feature a spa and a fitness cen-
ter, offering group fitness classes, well-
ness programs, and indoor and outdoor 
pools.

Public-private partnership 
brings affordable apartments 
to older Angelenos
In Los Angeles, California, a grand 
opening took place in October for the 
Dana Strand Senior Apartments, a devel-
opment by ROEM Corporation and La 
Cienega LOMOD, Inc., in collaboration 
with the Housing Authority of the City 
of Los Angeles. This represents the third 
redevelopment phase of Dana Strand 
Village, a former public housing site.

The new Dana Strand, designed by 
architectural firm KTGY Group, Inc., 
provides 100 affordable, one-bedroom 
apartments for older adults with annual 
incomes at or below 30% of the Los 
Angeles County area median income. 
Amenities include a computer center, a 
community room and energy-efficient 
appliances, along with services such as 
resident events, computer programs and 
English as a Second Language (ESL) 
classes.

The environmentally-sensitive Dana 
Strand development transformed the 
underutilized infill site into a residential 

community. The project is constructed 
using sustainable building methods and 
also incorporates a number of “green” 
features designed to ensure its long-term 
energy-efficiency and sustainability. 
To this end, Dana Strand is designed to 
the US Green Building Council’s LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmen-
tal Design) Silver specification, which 
are industry guidelines for sustainable 
building and maintenance.

SAGE creates first LGBT 
seniors center in US
New York City Mayor Michael Bloom-
berg and the New York City Department 
for the Aging announced in October 
that Services & Advocacy for GLBT 
Elders (SAGE) was awarded an Innova-
tive Senior Center contract to open the 
first full-time center for lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) older 
adults in the United States. The SAGE 
Center, slated to open in January 2012, 
will include program sites in all five New 
York City boroughs, bringing an array 
of services and support to LGBT elders 

Developers and elected officials took part in a groundbreaking ceremony for The Terraces of Bonita Springs, Florida, in November. 
Photo: Garth Francis. Image courtesy of The Terraces of Bonita Springs

Continued on page 10
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Industry NEWS Continued from page 8

throughout the city. The new center’s of-
ferings will include hot meals, programs 
covering issues from health and wellness 
to workplace skills, social services, and a 
wide range of social activities.

New York City’s Innovative Senior Cen-
ter program is a new initiative by Bloom-
berg that gives 10 of the city’s aging 
organizations the opportunity to better 
serve their communities with creative, 
needs-based programming that will cre-
ate models for the seniors center “of the 
future.” The SAGE Center is one of two 
citywide centers created to address the 
needs of historically underserved older-
adult populations.

Volunteer instructors work with students 
in the OASIS Institute’s Connections 
program. Image courtesy of the OASIS 
Institute

Grant enables OASIS to 
expand program
The OASIS Institute, headquartered 
in St. Louis, Missouri, has received a 

US$625,000 contribution from com-
munications giant AT&T to expand 
its Connections technology training 
program. AT&T’s contribution will en-
able the national education organization 
to expand workforce skills training for 
adults ages 50-plus; support national 
instructor training, e-learning and certi-
fication; and equip thousands of adults 
with the ability to use technology effec-
tively, both in their personal lives and on 
the job. The expansion includes training 
in 18 cities across the United States.

The Connections curriculum of 34 
courses includes basic computer skills; 
Internet and email; workplace applica-
tions such as Word, Excel and Power-
Point; online applications and resumes; 
social networking; and practical topics 
like finding reliable health information. 
In the past 10 years, more than 46,000 
people have enrolled the program.

Settlement brings reprieve 
for Adult Day Health Care 
centers in California
A lawsuit against the state of California 
brought by Disabilities Rights California 
on behalf of older adults, chronically ill 
individuals and people with disabilities 
was settled on November 17, 2011, in 
favor of the plaintiffs. The settlement 
brought “immense relief ” and “joy” 
to the thousands of individuals who 
would have lost services, says Lydia 
Missaelides, executive director of the 
California Association for Adult Day 
Services, in Sacramento. Nearly 300 
Adult Day Health Care Centers statewide 
had been slated to close on December 1.

“Throughout this entire year, 35,000 
low‐income, medically needy patients 
and their families have endured incred-
ible stress and lived in fear that they 
would no longer be able to access care 
at their local Adult Day Health Care 
center,” Missaelides continues. “This 
settlement makes it clear that the ser-
vices provided by center‐based adult day 
health programs are irreplaceable in pre-

venting or reducing use of higher‐cost 
institutional services such as nursing 
homes and hospital emergency rooms, 
and honors patient dignity and the 
Americans with Disabilities Act.”

(At center) Chet Surmaczewicz, executive 
director and president of Santa Marta, 
and associates celebrate the community’s 
receipt of Holleran awards in three catego-
ries. Image courtesy of Santa Marta

Santa Marta recognized as 
‘best of the best’
Santa Marta, a community in Olanthe, 
Kansas sponsored by the Archdiocese of 
Kansas City, was recognized as a “best of 
the best” among 272 senior living com-
munities in 34 states recently. Communi-
ties that scored in the 90th percentile in 
a resident satisfaction survey received a 
Highest Honors Award from Holleran, 
an independent research company spe-
cializing in senior service communities. 
Santa Marta was recognized for excel-
lence in three categories: First Impres-
sions, Employee Satisfaction, and Over-
all Hospitality Program.

Holiday Retirement 
communities raise funds 
to help Canadian veterans
Holiday Retirement’s 34 Canadian 
communities are aiming to raise at least 
CDN$100,000 for the Outward Bound 
Canada Veterans Program, in order to 
help more than 30 returning service 
members and recent veterans partici-
pate in the program. Outward Bound 
provides wilderness courses that are 
physically, mentally and emotionally 
challenging in an effort to rebuild the 
self-confidence, pride, trust and com-

Do you have news to share?

The Journal on Active Aging® wel-
comes your news submissions. Please 
send press releases to publications@
icaa.cc—the Journal’s email for sub-
missions—and staff will consider 
your news for possible publication. 
Newsworthy topics include such 
things as facility openings; initiative 
or campaign launches; announce-
ments of awards, promotions or 
grants; and other topics of interest to 
active-aging professionals.
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Eskaton’s Stuart Greenbaum received 
LeadingAge’s Public Trust Award. 
Image courtesy of Eskaton

Gil Acevedo, former deputy commis-
sioner of Veterans Health Care at the 
Minnesota Department of Veterans 
Affairs, has been named senior vice 
president of operations at Ecumen, a 
senior housing provider headquartered 
in the Twin Cities … Richard Birkel, 
PhD, who served as chief executive 
of the Rosalynn Carter Institute and 
held the Pope Distinguished Chair in 
Caregiving at Georgia Southwestern 
State University, is now vice president 
and director of the Self-Care Manage-
ment Alliance at the National Council 
on Aging (NCOA) in Washington, 
DC … NCOA has also selected Brian 
Hofland, PhD, previously director 
of International Aging Programs at 
the Atlantic Philanthropies, as its 
director of strategic collaboration … 
LeadingAge recently presented its 
Public Trust Award for 2011 to Stuart 
Greenbaum, vice president of public 
relations and brand management for 
Eskaton, provider of community liv-
ing and home support in Northern 
California … New York-based Jewish 
Home Lifecare has promoted Marie 
Rosenthal to the newly created posi-
tion of vice president, Acute Care 
Services, and Margaret Fernandes to 
director of nursing, Manhattan cam-
pus … Arnold Eppel, most recently 
executive director of Atrium Village in 
Owings Mills, Maryland, and former 
director of the Baltimore County De-
partment of Aging, is now executive 
director of Baltimore’s Edward A. My-
erberg Center, which serves age 55-

plus adults … Fabiana Cheistwer was 
promoted to wellness director of both 
Baptist Homes Society continuing care 
retirement communities in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania … Carol Woods Retire-
ment Community, a CCRC in Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, recently won 
a Victor W. Marshall Older Worker 
Employer Award, for recognizing the 
valuable contributions of older adults 
in the workforce … Carmen Steiner 
joined The Terraces at Skyline life care 
community in Seattle, Washington, 
as health services director … Tara 
Schafer is the new programs coordina-
tor for Williamette Oaks Retirement 
Community in Eugene, Oregon, re-
placing Candy Davis, whose recently 
launched company, Primal Rhythms, 
provides rhythm, drumming and 
sounding circles … Graham P. Espley-
Jones, president of Western Commu-
nity Housing Inc. in Costa Mesa, Cali-
fornia, has been named 2011 “SAGE 
person of the year” by the 55+ Hous-
ing Council, a special interest council 
of the Building Industry Association of 
Southern California … Terry L. 
Lawrence joined New Perspective Se-
nior Living in Eden Prairie, Minnesota, 
as vice president of health and well-
ness, a newly created position … Kristi 
Vater has become the health care 
administrator at Capitol Lakes CCRC 
in Madison, Wisconsin, an affiliate 
of Oregon-based Pacific Retirement 
Services … California PEO Home, a 
not-for-profit senior living provider in 
Alhambra, recently changed its name 
to Navigage and launched a new brand 
identity and philosophical direction 
… Jack Ehnes, CEO of the California 
State Teachers’ Retirement System 
in West Sacramento, has received 
the 2011 Employee Benefit Research 
(EBRE) Lillywhite award, recogniz-
ing outstanding lifetime service and 
contributions to Americans’ economic 
security … and Hannah O’Rourke, 
in the Faculty of Nursing, University 
of Alberta, Edmonton, is the recipi-
ent of the Vanier Canada Graduate 
Scholarship, Canada’s most prestigious 
award for doctoral students; O’Rourke 
researches “knowledge translation as 
a mechanism to improve well-being 
and quality of life for older adults with 
dementia.”

Moves and moremunication skills that can help veterans 
reengage with their families, employers 
and communities.

Participating Holiday communities, 
among others, include the Victorian at 
McKenzie in Victoria, which hosted the 
unveiling of its veterans Wall of Honor 
in November; Longlake Chateau in Na-
naimo; Okanagan Chateau in Kelowna; 
and Prince George Chateau in Prince 
George—all in British Columbia. The 
communities are holding two-month 
fundraising campaigns, and Holiday 
Retirement has pledged to match every 
dollar donated.

Henry Ford Health System 
to develop seniors housing
American House Senior Living Commu-
nities, REDICO and Henry Ford Health 
System have signed a letter-of-intent for 
a proposed plan that could lead to de-
veloping seniors housing on the Henry 
Ford Medical Center-Cottage campus 
at Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan. At 
Henry Ford Medical Center-Cottage, 
American House would offer the follow-
ing living options:

•	 one-	and	two-bedroom	private	apart-
ment and studio units for indepen-
dent older adults;

•	 one-	and	two-bedroom	private	apart-
ment and studio units for older adults 
who require assistance with daily liv-
ing activities; and

•	 one-bedroom	apartment	and	studio	
units for older adults with Alzheim-
er’s disease and other memory-related 
conditions.

Residents would have access to medical 
services at Henry Ford Medical Center-
Cottage and across the street at Henry 
Ford Medical Center-Pierson. Shops, res-
taurants, accessible public parking and a 
public library are within walking distance.

If finalized, this would be the first time 
American House has developed seniors 
housing in an existing healthcare facil-
ity. Due diligence is expected to be com-
pleted within the next few months. If a 
decision is made to proceed, an agree-
ment could be finalized next spring.

Continued on page 12
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Industry news: studies, campaigns and programs

Intergenerational program 
tackles ageist stereotypes
In the United Kingdom, a workshop 
entitled “Act your Age! Challenging 
Stereotypes” was held as part of the 
Economic and Social Research Coun-
cil’s Festival of Social Science 2011 in 
November—an event that celebrates the 
best of British social science research 
and how it influences social, economic 
and political life. The intergenerational 
program was organized by the Univer-
sity of Sheffield’s New Dynamics of 
Ageing research program and coordi-
nated by Sarah Howson and Charlotte 
Jones. 

“Stereotyping in the media can lead to a 
negative understanding of older people,” 
Howson and Jones explain. The “Act 
your Age!” workshop used “a variety 
of hands-on activities to help the chil-
dren to consider their perceptions of 
older people,” and the youngsters were 
asked “to apply these ideas to their own 
lives and develop their self-awareness.” 
Children also engaged both with older 
members of their local community and 
the program’s Older People’s Reference 
Group to explore and reflect on issues 
related to aging.

“The topic links in with several sections 
of the guidelines provided in the Key 
Stage 2 [ages 7–11 years] curriculum, 
such as exploring the ways that media 
present information and the ways that 
we understand people who are differ-
ent from ourselves,” says Howson. “In 
addition, it highlights key areas often 
neglected in children’s social education. 
These issues have relevance in children’s 
everyday interaction with others, as well 
as their own futures.”

Community interest leads 
to launch of evidence-based 
program in Ontario
Canada’s Lawson Health Research In-
stitute in London, Ontario, recently 
launched a tailored, exercise prescrip-

tion program driven by interest from 
Huron County residents. After partici-
pating in a healthy lifestyle study led 
by Lawson’s Robert Petrella, MD, PhD, 
community members expressed a desire 
to become more active partners in their 
own healthcare, according to the insti-
tute. Through evidence-based research 
and a series of community consultations, 
Petrella and his team designed a series of 
exercise modules called “HealtheSteps” 
to promote healthy lifestyles. The pro-
gram will work in partnership with local 
family health professionals and commu-
nity partners.

In 2010, Petrella and colleagues took 
part in an international study to reduce 
the risks of diabetes and cardiovascular 
disease. Their project proposed exercise 
as medicine, using lifestyle changes 
and self-monitoring to improve health 
behaviors, personal motivation, and 
disease-associated risks. Residents of 
Huron County have higher than average 
rates of cardiovascular disease, and hap-
pily became partners in change. As the 
study wrapped up, community members 
advocated to turn the research into reali-
ty. The result is HealtheSteps, which will 
be supported by an interactive website, 
group coaching and goal setting, person-
alized exercise prescriptions, and online 
tracking tools.

AoA funds new center on 
nutrition and aging
In the United States, Assistant Secretary 
for Aging Kathy Greenlee recently an-
nounced an award of US$315,667 to 
the Meals on Wheels Association of 
America to establish a new National Re-
source Center on Nutrition and Aging. 
“Nutrition is an essential ingredient for 
maintaining health, functionality and 
continued independence in the com-
munity,” states Greenlee. “The [National 
Resource Center on Nutrition and Ag-
ing] will be a new resource to enhance 
this critical community-based nutrition 
program targeted at older adults.”

The Older Americans Act nutrition 
program aims to reduce hunger and 
food insecurity of older adults as well as 
promote their socialization, health and 
well-being. Its purpose is also to delay 
adverse health conditions through ac-
cess to nutrition and other disease pre-
vention and health promotion services. 
The new center will work to assist the 
Administration on Aging, part of the 
US Department of Health and Human 
Services, in meeting the Act’s require-
ments to build the capacity of the aging 
services network to provide nutrition 
services for current and future older-
adult populations integrated into home- 
and community-based service systems, 
and to provide training and technical 
assistance regarding nutrition services. 
It will also work to enhance knowledge 
of the role of nutrition services in health 
promotion and disease prevention.

Peace Corps, AARP promote 
service opportunities for 50+
AARP, the national nonprofit organiza-
tion serving Americans ages 50 and over, 
and the Peace Corps, a US government 
agency dedicated to volunteer service in 
foreign countries, recently announced a 
new relationship to encourage more ser-
vice opportunities in the US and abroad 
for older adults. Currently, seven percent 
of volunteers who serve in the Peace 
Corps are over age 50. And there is no 
age limit to apply for service. 

Through the new agreement with 
AARP, the Peace Corps will continue 
to advance the work of its volunteers 
over age 50 and to encourage AARP 
members and all people ages 50-plus to 
consider serving with the agency. The 
two organizations will also encourage 
returned Peace Corps volunteers and 
AARP volunteers to serve together in 
their communities. One way people can 
volunteer is through the AARP Create 
The Good website (www.createthegood.
org), where they can connect to ways to 
make a difference.
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NEWS  from ICAA Preferred Vendors

Thera-Band Hand Xtrainer

Performance Health reveals 
new Thera-Band hand
therapy tool
New from Performance Health, the 
Thera-Band Hand Xtrainer (pro-
nounced cross-trainer) supports a range 
of finger, hand, wrist and forearm ex-
ercises. The Hand Xtrainer’s ability to 
return to its existing shape allows the 
user to perform repeated extension and 
pinch exercises without having to stop to 
remold the material. Four levels of pro-
gressive resistance enable practitioners 
to customize exercise, while motivating 
users with visual validation of progress. 
In addition, the Xtrainer’s patented 
latex-free formula supports both hot and 
cold therapy. To view videos and learn 
more about this product line, refer to 
info.thera-bandacademy.com/xtrainer.

Masterpiece Living data 
illuminates emotional 
well-being factors 
Analysis of the Masterpiece Living data-
base on aging has revealed insights into 
emotional well-being, an important as-
pect of aging. A definition for emotional 
health was created, and two groups were 
identified: emotional risk and not-at-
risk. Significant differences between the 
groups existed for overall health, life sat-
isfaction, pain and energy levels. In the 
emotional risk group, significant correla-
tions were found between loneliness and 

life satisfaction, and other parameters, 
including level of happiness. The corre-
lations suggest that targeting one’s per-
ception of loneliness may lead to overall 
improvement in life satisfaction. Contact 
Neal Miller at nmiller@mymasterpiece
living.com for information.

Precor adds to senior 
management team
Tom Hull has joined Precor Incorpo-
rated as the vice president of sales–
Americas. This hire completes the 
company’s senior management team, 
filling the role previously held by Chris 
Torggler, now general manager–Precor 
Strength. Hull brings to Precor extensive 
leadership experience in the technology 
industry and credentials in the fields 
of sports and health. Most recently, he 
served as vice president and executive 
committee member at Attachmate Cor-
poration, provider of enterprise software 
solutions to the Global 1000. Hull cur-
rently is a board member for the YMCA 
of Greater Seattle, Washington. Precor 
product details are available at www.
precor.com.

The Step360 Pro, by SPRI

SPRI introduces versatile 
functional training tool
The new Step360 Pro, by SPRI, offers 
cardiovascular training, strength train-
ing, balance and flexibility exercise, and 
total-body conditioning. A flat, 25” plat-
form that sits atop two independently 
inflatable air chambers, the Step360 
Pro features a nonslip surface for secure 
jumping and bounding activities. Dy-
namic or static flexibility exercises are 

possible in standing, sitting, kneeling 
or lying positions. “This flat surface bal-
ance trainer … can be safely used with 
very diverse populations, and it chal-
lenges everyone in three dimensions for 
valuable functional training,” says Greg 
Niederlander, SPRI’s director of product 
and program development. Learn more 
at www.spri.com.

Life Fitness’s new hybrid logo

Life Fitness technology draws 
on people power
As part of a pledge to lighten its global 
footprint, Life Fitness now offers hybrid 
energy-saving technology that utilizes 
power generated from user workouts. 
The hybrid products switch from electric 
to self-generated power when workouts 
reach a certain intensity, lowering the 
energy draw from the console by over 
75%. This feature works in the Elevation 
Series Engage Cross-Trainers and Life-
cycle exercise bikes. “Our customers are 
increasingly interested in green options 
that will save them money, so we are 
putting solid investment behind product 
advancements …,” says Chris Clawson, 
Life Fitness president. For details, see 
www.lifefitness.com.

MERIT to manage Oasis 
community
The Oasis Homeowners Association has 
selected MERIT Property Management 
to manage its 1,153 active-adult single-
family homes in Menifee, California. 
Minutes away from Temecula’s “Old 
Town” and the wine country, the Oasis 
is located next to the Menifee Lakes 
Country Club, adjacent to a 36-hole Ted 
Robinson-designed championship golf 
course. There are over 50 clubs and com-
mittees at the gated community. Ame-
nities include a clubhouse with a large 
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ballroom and kitchen facility, billiard 
room, library, ping-pong room, craft 
room, shuffle board and swimming pool, 
plus more than 300 acres of landscaping. 
Find out more about MERIT at www.
meritpm.com.

COLLAGE enhances tools in 
assessment suite
COLLAGE, The Art & Science of 
Healthy Aging, a consortium of ag-
ing service organizations working to 
advance healthy aging and improve 
outcomes of older adults living indepen-
dently, recently announced improve-
ments to the COLLAGE assessment 
suite. New user-friendly query and 
reporting tools have been incorporated 
into the suite, and members can now 
directly “mine” their data at any time. 
Consortium members explore such is-
sues as individuals who want more fit-
ness options but are challenged with 
pain while exercising, and those who 
want help managing stress and/or 
chronic pain. For further informa-
tion about COLLAGE, go to 
http://collageaging.org.

Biodex’s BioStep 2

Biodex releases new low-
impact recumbent stepper
Biodex Medical Systems has added the 
BioStep 2 Semi-Recumbent Stepper to 
its product line. The stepper has sev-
eral age-friendly features, including a 
step-through frame; a large, easy-to-see 
and -use display; and a low-impact el-
liptical motion that does not jar joints. 
The cross-trainer also provides pivoting 
handgrips and a seat that rotates to 90° 
on either side, at a height that can ac-
commodate wheelchair transfers. Other 
features include sturdy grab handles; 

integrated heart-rate monitoring; a 
large utility holder; and articulating 
footplates that generate even, sustained 
muscle contractions. To learn more 
about BioStep 2, visit www.biodex.com/
biostep.

A First Health of the Carolinas’ patient 
uses Technogym solutions

Technogym video shows 
implementation of software
A new video on Technogym’s You Tube 
channel highlights First Health of 
the Carolinas’ implementation of the 
Technogym Wellness System software 
through the Seattle-based company’s 
equipment, in conjunction with the 
American College of Sports Medicine’s 
“Exercise is Medicine” program. Lo-
cated in Pinehurst, North Carolina, 
First Health is a private, not-for-profit 
healthcare network that serves 15 
counties, three hospitals and six fit-
ness centers. The video explains how 
Technogym’s Wellness System and 
Smartkey enable data collection during 
workouts to assist First Health’s physi-
cians and patients. To view this video, 
visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-
lNHjMBuEs&feature=channel_video_
title. Check out Technogym online at 
www.technogymusa.com.

Med-Fit sells directly to US 
government agencies
Med-Fit Systems, Inc., manufacturer of 
Nautilus equipment, was recently award-
ed a GSA [General Services Adminis-
tration] contract to offer commercial 
fitness, wellness and rehabilitation prod-
ucts to the United States government. 
“We are very excited to receive our GSA 
contract,” says Mike Herlihy, Med-Fit’s 
federal government sales director. “Be-
ing on a GSA schedule allows us to make 
our products available directly to federal 
agencies at very competitive prices.” The 
company anticipates positively impact-
ing quality of life for federal personnel 

worldwide, notes Herlihy, and proudly 
offers “Made in the USA” products. Visit 
www.medfitsystems.com for Med-Fit 
information.

Morrison recognized as 
outstanding workplace
Morrison Management Specialists has 
been named one of the “Best Places to 
Work in Healthcare” by Modern Health-
care magazine. Created by Best Compa-
nies Group and Modern Healthcare, this 
program recognizes outstanding places 
of employment within the healthcare in-
dustry. “This is a tremendous honor and 
a validation of Morrison’s position as a 
leading organization when it comes to 
engagement and being a fantastic place 
to work,” says the company’s CEO, Scott 
MacLellan. Morrison has won numerous 
awards, and recently was named a win-
ner of the Kaiser Permanente “Most 
Fit Company” competition. For 
information about Morrison, see 
www.iammorrison.com.

GenCare’s Ballard Landmark community 
held a preventive foot health seminar in 
July to introduce IPFH’s Walking Partners 
Program to residents

GenCare launches IPFH 
walking program
In partnership with the Institute for Pre-
ventive	Foot	Health	(IPFH)	and	Thor•Lo	
Inc., GenCare Lifestyle implemented 
IPFH’s Walking Partners Program in its 
Ballard Landmark community in August 
2011. As part of GenCare’s commitment 
to the program, which it is rolling out in its 
six communities in Washington State and 
Arizona, the company invested US$1,200 
to purchase pedometers for residents. As a 
result of participating in the Ballard Land-
mark program, three people no longer 
needed blood pressure medication, and 
another improved his respiratory disor-
der, according to GenCare. To learn more 
about	IPFH	and	Thor•Lo,	refer	to	
www.ipfh.org and www.thorlo.com.
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RESEARCH in the news

African-American women 
develop functional challenges 
earlier than others
While examining self-reported data 
about the lives of 8,700 older people, a 
sociologist from Case Western Reserve 
University in Cleveland, Ohio, identified 
an accelerated rate of reported physical 
limitations by African-American women 
in their mid-50s and 60s. The finding sur-
faced as researchers looked generally at 
how the intersection of gender and race/
ethnicity affect health disparities among 
older African-Americans, Mexican-
Americans and Whites.

Assistant Professor of Sociology David 
Warner found that, in general, the men of 
all racial/ethnic groups fared better than 
the women. And, those with education, 
economic means and higher net worth 
reported fewer physical health issues. 
“But we could not find the reason why 
African-American women developed 
limitations faster than other gender and 
racial/ethnic groups,” he says. These 
women gained more disabilities early on. 

After the women reached their mid-60s, 
the rate of disabilities began to decrease, 
and by age 75, the pace of acquiring dis-
abilities appeared to stabilize. 

According to Warner and coinvestigator 
Tyson H. Brown, these findings dem-
onstrate the need for health-prevention 
efforts aimed at eliminating functional 
health disparities overall, as well as for 
further research and interventions that 
address the unique health experiences 
of African-American women with age. 
Sources: Case Western Reserve Universi-
ty, September 26, 2011; Social Science and 
Medicine, 72(8), 1236–1248, 2011

US Census Bureau releases 
analysis of 90+ population
The 90-and-older population in the 
United States nearly tripled over the 
past 3 decades, reaching 1.9 million in 
2010, according to the report “90+ in 
the United States: 2006–2008,” released 
by the US Census Bureau and supported 
by the National Institute on Aging (US 
National Institutes of Health). As well, 
over the next 4 decades, this population is 
projected to more than quadruple.

Because of increases in life expectancy at 
older ages, adults ages 90 and older now 
make up 4.7% of the older population 
(ages 65 and older), as compared with 
only 2.8% in 1980. By 2050, this share is 
likely to reach 10%. The majority of those 
in the 90-plus demographic report having 
one or more disabilities, living alone or 
in a nursing home, and graduating from 
high school. Individuals in this age group 
also are more likely to be women and to 
have higher widowhood, poverty and dis-
ability rates than people just under this 
age cutoff. Source: US Census Bureau, 
November 17, 2011

Humor therapy helps manage 
agitation in dementia
Humor therapy is as effective as widely 
used antipsychotic drugs in managing 
agitation in individuals with dementia, 
and avoids serious drug side effects, ac-

cording to research presented at the 2011 
National Dementia Research Forum in 
Sydney, Australia. 

“Agitated behaviors include physical and 
verbal aggression, wandering, screaming, 
and repetitive behaviors and questions,” 
says lead researcher Dr. Lee-Fay Low, a 
Research Fellow in the School of Psy-
chiatry at the University of New South 
Wales (UNSW), also in Sydney. “This is 
challenging for staff and often indicates 
unmet needs and distress in the residents 
of aged care facilities.” Between 70% and 
80% of people with dementia experience 
agitation, according to UNSW.

The SMILE study explored the impact 
of humor therapy on mood, agitation, 
behavioral disturbances, and social en-
gagement in dementia patients. The study 
across 36 Australian residential care fa-
cilities involved recruiting and training a 
staff member to act as a “Laughter Boss.” 
This individual worked with a humor 
practitioner with comedic and improvi-
sation skills, not unlike “clown doctors” 
used in hospitals to aid recovery and lift 
mood in children. 

Researchers found both short-term and 
persisting decreases in participant agita-
tion in the study. A 20% reduction was 
noted with the 12-week intervention—
improvement comparable to the use of 
antipsychotic drugs. “This shows humor 
therapy should be considered before 
medication for agitation,” concludes Low, 
“particularly taking into account [medica-
tion’s] side effects.” Source: University of 
New South Wales, September 21, 2011

ICAA Research Review. Stay up to date 
with current research by reading ICAA 
Research Review, the online newsletter of 
breaking news in health, wellness and de-
mographics. Published 45 times each year, 
ICAA Research Review is emailed to In-
ternational Council on Active Aging® mem-
bers. For more information, visit www.icaa.
cc or call ICAA toll-free at 866-335-9777.
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This end-of-year report 
highlights some of the 
association’s activities 
over the last 12 months

On October 1, 2011, the International 
Day of Older Persons, the International 
Council on Active Aging® celebrated 
the 10th Anniversary of its founding. 
ICAA staff, advisors, members and allies 
work to spread the organization’s vi-
sion of Changing the Way We Age® and 
maximize opportunities for healthier, 
more vital aging. Throughout the year, 
Advisory Board and Visioning Board 
members joined ICAA colleagues to 
develop the five strategies resulting from 
the ICAA 2020 visioning process (spon-
sored by Morrison Senior Living), as 
outlined below.

1. Visioning Board ampli-
fies work of Career Path 
Work Group
The ICAA Visioning Board launched 
the year by discussing recommendations 
made by the ICAA Career Path Work 
Group, which addressed the complex 
issue of defining the role of a wellness 
professional. During a telephone confer-
ence, Visioning Board members agreed 
that ICAA should move forward on the 
assumption that a wellness manager 
has knowledge of all dimensions, but is 
master of one or two. This role brings 
together the people in other disciplines 

and functional areas to achieve a com-
mon goal.

Board members also identified function-
al areas within the domains of a wellness 
manager, based on the points identified 
earlier by the work group. As did mem-
bers of the work group, Visioning Board 
members felt that today there is even 
more opportunity to solidify “wellness” 
as a key health promotion strategy. Their 
input will be used as a basis for organi-
zation of ICAA’s education content in 
2012.

2. ICAA/ProMatura Wellness 
Benchmarks expands
The first anniversary of the ICAA/
ProMatura Wellness Benchmarks oc-
curred in May, marked by the release of 
upgrades to make the online system’s 
reports more valuable for program 
management. Better program manage-
ment complements the core purpose of 
the benchmarks—to show the return 
to a retirement community that invests 
in wellness. Throughout the year, more 
communities entered the free, open 
access system to benefit from ICAA’s 
strategy to enable them to improve the 
quality of wellness services and explain 
the economic value of wellness activities 
through the ICAA/ProMatura Wellness 
Benchmarks. Information on enroll-
ment is available online at www.icaa.cc/
Management/benchmarks.htm.

3. Rebrand Aging and ICAA’s 
campaign launch
One ICAA strategy that took concrete 
form in 2011 involves leading members 
and colleagues in becoming the leading 
advocates in the battle to end ageism 
and counter aging stereotypes. The ac-
tion plan developed by the Rebrand 
Aging Work Group emerged as ICAA’s 
Changing the Way We Age® Campaign, 
powered by the ICAA Champions (see 
the article on pages 30–40 for more 
about the Champions). Announced at 
a press conference in May 2011, the 
groundbreaking initiative has already 
gained favor among the older adults and 
ICAA members who are promoting 
the anti-ageism philosophy. To learn 
more about the campaign, visit 
www.changingthewayweage.com.

The Rebranding Aging effort, targeted 
to media and marketers, likewise got 
off to a fast start with the publication of 
“ICAA’s Guidelines for effective com-
munication with older adults.” In addi-
tion, an influx of submissions greeted 
the first ICAA Rebranding Aging 
marketing/ad contest, launched at the 
end of July (results were released at the 
recent ICAA Conference). To access the 
Rebranding Aging toolkit and contest 
information, go to www.changingthe 
wayweage.com/media-marketers.htm.

ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign and Rebranding Aging ma-
terials were also discussed during the 
midyear conference call of the Advisory 
Board and Visioning Board.

4. Engagement Work Group 
releases opinion statement
In June, the Engagement Work Group, 
composed of members of the Advisory 
and Visioning boards, released their 
statement titled “The Case for Engage-
ment: A Metric with Meaning for the 
Active-Aging Industry.” In the state-
ment, group members emphasized the 
need for meaning and purpose in the 
lives of older adults. They also called for 
a paradigm shift within the industry to 
a person-centered approach support-
ing an individual’s goals and interests. 
The work group was seated to develop 
ICAA’s strategy to promote engagement 
as a core principle when developing 

ICAA initiatives
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programs and preparing professionals 
to work with the aging population. The 
opinion statement is available in the 
Journal on Active Aging®, May/June 2011, 
page 60.

5. Environmental Work Group 
produces white paper
To fulfill one aspect of ICAA’s strategy 
to preserve the future, access the power 
of older adults and sustain the greater 
good through attention to environmen-
tal choices, a work group of ICAA advi-
sors and friends wrote the association’s 
first white paper on the environment. 
Released in July, “Practical strategies for 
providing wellness in outdoor environ-
ments” lists many ways to overcome 
barriers—accessibility, motivation, 
funding, staffing, organizational—so 
that older adults can safely spend time in 
nature. Recommendations for outdoor 
elements and design considerations are 
included. The paper, along with an 
image gallery of outdoor spaces that 

exemplify recommendations, is avail-
able as a free download at www.icaa.cc/
whitepapers.htm.

Additional highlights
Surveys define the active-aging industry. 
ICAA conducted its second Salary & 
Benefits Survey in July and August. Once 
again, the diversity of the active-aging 
workforce was evident in the results, 
especially the job description items as-
sociated with “wellness” job titles. The 
topline was released in August and 
more detailed results are in process. In-
formation about the 2011 Salary & Ben-
efits Survey is posted at www.icaa.cc/
Management/researchandreports.htm.

To celebrate ICAA’s 10th Anniver-
sary, the association fielded a survey of 
members focusing on communication 
needs and methods. The purpose was 
to discover how ICAA members want 
to receive professional information, in 
preparation for planning the associa-

tion’s education resources in 2012. For 
more information about the 2011 ICAA 
Member Survey, see the sidebar on this 
page.

Outreach, recognition and community. 
The last half of the year is a busy time 
at ICAA. Each year it seems that Ac-
tive Aging Week, held in the last week 
of September, is hosted by more sites 
across the United States, Canada and 
other countries, spreading the message 
of the value of active living. In October, 
the selection of the Innovators, Green 
and Innovative Solutions award-winners 
is always exciting, as the wonderful work 
of active-aging advocates is showcased 
(brief profiles of this year’s recipients 
appear on pages 60–65). And the grand 
finale of the year, the ICAA Conference, 
celebrated the 10th Anniversary with a 
slate of A-list presenters, a gala recep-
tion, the addition of a poster session, 
and a closing keynote by ICAA’s found-
er, Colin Milner. 

As part of the goal of celebrating its 
10th Anniversary by looking to the 
future, the International Council on 
Active Aging® sent an online survey 
in October asking members and col-
leagues 10 questions about how they 
prefer ICAA to deliver their profes-
sional tools and information.

Of all the questions the association 
could have asked, why was the focus 
on sources of information? With so 
many choices in how people receive 
information, from traditional print to 
Twitter messages, the staff at ICAA 
needed clear-cut direction on the most 
appropriate methods to deliver mem-
bership benefits. Respondents were 
reminded throughout the question-
naire that answers should reflect their 
work needs, not their personal lives.

Many thanks to the 671 people who 
participated in the “10 Questions for 
ICAA’s 10th Anniversary” survey. Here 
are some highlights from the results:

What work-related information do you 
look for? Background on a topic (91%), 

launching a new service or program 
(76%), keeping up to date (74%), and re-
search to purchase products or services 
(65%) topped the list.

The “most important” and “somewhat 
most important” resources you use when 
looking for information or tools for your 
work are:

•	 Internet	searches	using	Google,	Ya-
hoo or similar search engines, 95%

•	 Colleagues	and	coworkers,	90%
•	 Webpages	of	associations,	govern-

ments or similar neutral organiza-
tions, 85%

•	 Print	publications,	93%

The “least important” and “do not use 
for work” information sources were 
Facebook and LinkedIn pages and 
Twitter.

While respondents wanted ICAA to 
continue providing information in print, 
both on paper and as a PDF, they nixed 
the idea of using podcasts or RSS news 
feeds that send stories to a computer/
email. However, Internet sources such as 

webinars, tutorials and videos were fa-
vorably viewed by respondents.

Considering these answers, it’s not 
surprising that 58% of respondents con-
duct an Internet search on a daily basis, 
and 34% on a weekly basis. ICAA was 
pleased to see most respondents (88%) 
visit its website for their work and that 
three-quarters (76%) go to the site on a 
weekly or monthly basis.

Looking towards the future, in the next 
two years (2012–2013), most of the 
respondents’ organizations (71%) plan 
to increase the number of wellness pro-
grams offered. In addition, 50% of these 
groups plan to increase marketing of 
their wellness services.

With the information on professional 
tools and resources given to ICAA 
through the survey, along with addition-
al suggestions and comments, the ICAA 
staff is looking forward to planning the 
association’s 11th year to meet members’ 
needs and support their aspirations.

ICAA’s 10th Anniversary survey results
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Exercise    and the aging brain

Research

This article explores the 
impact of exercise on the 
aging brain—and affirms the 
message that ‘what is good 
for the body, is good for the 
brain’

by Terry Eckmann, PhD

Aging and brain health is a topic of great 
interest as the older-adult population 
continues to grow. In 1900, the average 
life expectancy was approximately 47 
years, while today’s life expectancy is 
roughly 78.1 It is estimated that women 
who now reach age 65 will have an av-
erage life expectancy of almost 85 and 
men who make it to 65 can expect to 
live to 82.1 Longer life expectancy brings 
with it the need to maintain a healthy 
body and brain as the foundation for 
leading the fullest, most productive life 
possible.

Neuroscientists are gaining valuable 
information about the brain-body con-
nection. In fact, we have learned more 
about the brain in the past 10 years than 
we did in the previous century. Dramatic 
new imaging techniques—Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI), Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (NMRI), 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), 
and Single-Photon Emission Computed 
Tomography (SPECT)—allow research-
ers to study the workings of the human 
brain in action. This has opened a vast 
frontier of knowledge on cognition, 
memory and learning throughout life.

What neuroscientists have discovered 
in the past 5 years alone paints a rivet-
ing picture of the biological relation-
ship between the body and the brain. 
The message is loud and clear! What is 
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good for the body, is good for the brain. 
The “use it or lose it” principle refers to 
brain health, as well as to muscle and 
cardiovascular fitness. And according to 
Small,2 Nussbaum,3 Ratey4 and Medina,5 
exercise is one of the most important 
predictors of brain health through the 
life span. 

Neuroscientists have shown that the 
brain stays “plastic,” or changeable, in 
later life. Neurons, or nerve cells, should 
remain alive and able to maintain and 
form new connections and networks in 
response to learning.6 What this means 
is, just as with muscle and cardiovascular 
health, the brain can change in response 
to exercise and other positive lifestyle 
choices at age 9 months or 90 years. 

To begin to see how exercise can posi-
tively impact brain functioning through-
out the aging process, it helps to have an 
understanding of the brain and how it 
works.

About the brain
There is no greater or more complex 
system than the human brain. This 
amazing connection of neurons weighs 
approximately 3–4 lbs. and is respon-
sible for all of our thoughts, emotions 
and behaviors. About the size of 2 fists 
together with knuckles touching, the 
brain accounts for nearly 2% of the 
body’s weight, yet consumes approxi-
mately 20% of its oxygen and 20% of its 
glucose. In addition, this organ—which 
is comprised of 78% water, 10% fat and 
8% protein—needs about 8–12 glasses 
of water a day and 8 gallons of blood an 
hour for optimal functioning.7

The brain has about 100 billion neurons 
that can connect many times to form 
synaptic connections. Each neuron has 
an electrical chemical response. The nu-
cleus is where the neuron fires to begin 
the electrical chemical response, while 
the axon is the long arm of the neuron 
that carries electricity and chemicals 
to communicate to another nerve cell. 

Chemicals travel down the axon to the 
terminal where the chemicals jump across 
a space called the synapse and lock into 
the neuron’s dendritic receptors. Dendrites 
are the finger-like projections of the neu-
ron. When we learn something new and 
when we exercise, we grow dendrites and 
dendritic branches, thereby increasing 
the brain’s ability to store and transmit 
information.8

As early as age 40, however, we start to lose 
approximately 5% of brain volume every 
decade of life.4 It is estimated that 50 mil-
lion Americans suffer from diseases of the 
brain, according to the National Institute 
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 
one of the country’s National Institutes of 
Health.9 And in the United Kingdom, Al-
zheimer’s Disease International estimates 
that there are 35.6 million people living 
with dementia worldwide.10 Dementia is 
a brain disorder that seriously affects a 
person’s memory, thinking and reasoning 
skills. The most common form of demen-
tia is Alzheimer’s disease.

In the United States, one in eight people 
ages 65 and older has Alzheimer’s disease, 
while the prevalence rises to nearly half of 
those ages 85 and beyond.11 Women ap-
pear to be more susceptible. Approximate-
ly 16% of women ages 71 and older are 
believed to have Alzheimer’s or another 
form of dementia compared with 11% of 
men.11

Usually, Alzheimer’s disease begins after 
age 65, but it is not a normal part of aging. 
Although age is one of the most important 
risk factors for Alzheimer’s, genetics plays 
a major role. Studies suggest that keeping 
the brain and body active may be among 
the most important ways to reduce risk 
and possibly prevent the disease.12

What happens to the aging 
brain without exercise?
Without exercise, the heart, lungs and 
muscles work less efficiently together. 
When that happens, the brain gets less 
of the blood, oxygen and glucose so 

vital to its functioning. Further, lack of 
physical activity is a risk factor for heart 
disease, diabetes, cancer, stroke, obesity 
and high blood pressure, which also have 
an effect on brain function.

How we age is determined both by 
genetics and lifestyle choices—approxi-
mately one-third of brain aging is genet-
ics and two-thirds, lifestyle. Aging is a 
continuous process from birth, though. 
That means Alzheimer’s, like heart dis-
ease, doesn’t start at age 60 or 70, but 
early in life. 

The mental and physical diseases we 
face in the aging process are directly 
tied to the cardiovascular and metabolic 
systems. For example, diabetes increases 
risk of dementia by 65% and high cho-
lesterol increases this risk by 43%.4 As 
insulin levels drop throughout the aging 
process, glucose has a harder time get-
ting into the body’s cells to fuel them, 
causing blood glucose levels to increase. 
This raises the risk for diabetes. High 
glucose levels also create waste prod-
ucts that damage blood vessels and in-
crease risk for stroke and Alzheimer’s 
disease. 

As we age, cells in the body gradually 
lose their ability to adapt to stress. Neu-
rons in the brain are affected in much 
the same way. Synapses erode when neu-
rons get worn down from cellular stress, 
eventually severing the connections be-
tween them. With this decreased activ-
ity, the dendrites physically shrink and 
wither. If the neuronal, dendritic and 
synaptic decay outpaces the new con-
struction of connections, we begin to see 
problems with mental function. Cogni-
tive decline and neurodegenerative dis-
eases typically stem from dysfunctional 
and dying neurons. Exercise can make 
a difference, counteracting many of the 
effects that lead to the loss of brain func-
tion possible with the aging process.
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What happens to the aging 
brain when we exercise?
A great deal of research supports the 
positive impact of regular aerobic ex-
ercise on the aging brain.2,3,4,5,6,8,13 For 
example, one study of healthy adults 
ages 60–75 found that mental tasks 
involved in executive control—monitor-
ing, scheduling, planning, inhibition and 
memory—improved in a group doing 
aerobic exercise, but not in a control 
group.14 Also, a longitudinal study of 
older Australian men15 concluded that 
3 in 4 men who reach the age of 80 un-
dergo successful mental-health aging; 
associated factors include education 
and lifestyle behaviors such as physical 
activity. 

Regular exercise keeps the brain func-
tioning optimally through the ways 
listed in the table on this page. The sec-
tions below discuss these effects in more 
detail.

Exercise changes the brain
Aerobic exercise increases brain-derived-
neurotrophic-factor (BDNF), which is 
the most prominent in a family of pro-
teins referred to loosely as neurotrophic 
factors. Neuroscientists have determined 

that BDNF has a fertilizer effect on the 
brain’s neurons and dendrites, helping 
them to grow and flourish. Tellingly, 
in 1990 there were a dozen papers on 
BDNF; now there are more than 5,500. 
Regular aerobic exercise increases 
insulin-like-growth factor (IGF-1) and 
vascular-endothelial-growth-factor 
(VEGF) as well, two proteins that build 
and maintain activity within the cell 
circuitry (the infrastructure of neuronal 
connections).

BDNF plays a significant role in neu-
rogenesis, which is the process of stem 
cells dividing and developing into 
functional new nerve cells (neurons) 
in the brain. Studies have confirmed 
that neurogenesis occurs in the adult 
human, with the hippocampus being 
the major area for nerve cell growth. 
This area of the brain is associated with 
both long- and short-term memory and 
spatial orientation. While most stud-
ies on hippocampal neurogenesis have 
been conducted with rats,16 Eriksson 
and colleagues17 investigated whether 
neurogenesis occurs in the adult human 
brain, specifically the hippocampus. The 
researchers obtained human brain tis-
sue postmortem from patients who had 

been treated with a chemical that identi-
fies new neurons. Results indicated that 
the human hippocampus retains its abil-
ity to generate neurons throughout life. 

So exercise both spawns neurons and 
stimulates an environment that enriches 
their growth and survival. Aerobic ex-
ercise also increases levels of important 
neurotransmitters, brain chemicals that 
transmit signals across synapses, to traffic 
in thoughts and emotions. Serotonin is 
the policeman of the brain, keeping brain 
activity under control. Norepinephrine 
amplifies signals that influence attention, 
perception, motivation and arousal. And 
dopamine is the learning, reward, atten-
tion and movement neurotransmitter. 
Most of the drugs used to improve mental 
health target one or more of these three 
brain chemicals.

In addition, regular aerobic exercise 
sends lots of oxygen-soaked blood to the 
brain to deliver glucose and oxygen while 
removing waste products that inhibit the 
process. Aerobic activity also improves 
the ability of both body and brain to use 
glucose to provide energy. (Remember, 
the brain uses 20% of the body’s energy.) 
By increasing receptors on muscle cells, 
aerobic exercise enhances the muscles’ 
ability to use glucose for energy; it also 
increases levels of IGF-1, which regulates 
insulin in the brain, thereby improving 
synaptic connections. High glucose levels 
negatively impact the brain by decreasing 
levels of BDNF. Regular exercise helps to 
keep glucose at an optimal level.

Of further note, brain volume grows with 
regular aerobic exercise due to an increase 
in capillaries, blood volume, nerve cell 
growth, and dendritic branching. Exer-
cise increases blood flow by expanding 
the network of blood vessels in the brain 
while stabilizing existing “transportation 
structures.” This increased capillarization 
raises levels of oxygen and glucose in the 
brain.

•	 Stimulates	brain-derived-neurotrophic-factor	(BDNF),	which	helps	neurons
     and dendrites grow and thrive.
•	 Causes	neurons	to	fire	more	efficiently.

•	 Increases	levels	of	vascular	endothelial	growth	factor	(VEGF)	and	insulin-like
     growth factor (IGF-1), which build and maintain activity within the cell circuitry.

•	 Increases	the	generation	of	neurons	in	the	hippocampus,	an	area	of	the	brain	
     associated with memory.
•	 Balances	brain	neurotransmitters	and	hormones,	which	enhances	the	body’s
     function.
•	 Gets	oxygen	and	glucose	to	the	brain	faster	by	strengthening	the	cardio-
     vascular system.
•	 Strengthens	dendritic	branching	through	repetitive	gross-motor	movement.
•	 Reduces	obesity	(obesity	leads	to	cardiovascular	disease,	diabetes,	high
     cholesterol and high blood pressure, which are all risk factors for dementia/ 
     Alzheimer’s).

Table 1. The effects of 30 minutes of moderate to vigorous aerobic activity
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According to Rogers et al.,18 recently re-
tired adults who exercised had nearly the 
same level of blood flow in the brain af-
ter 4 years, while an inactive group saw a 
significant decrease. In addition, Kramer 
and colleagues19 compared adults ages 
60–79 years who walked 3 times weekly 
at 40–70% maximal heart rate, to those 
who stretched an equal number of times 
per week. After 6 months, the walk-
ers had improved their ability to take 
in, transport and use oxygen by 16% as 
measured by maximal oxygen consump-
tion (VO2 max) testing. They had also 
increased their brain volume in the fron-
tal and temporal lobes, as evidenced by 
brain MRI scans.

Health and lifestyle: exercise is medicine
What is good for the body, is good 
for the brain—and so is the opposite. 
People who are obese are twice as likely 
to suffer from dementia, and if we factor 
in high blood pressure and high choles-
terol, conditions that often accompany 
obesity, the risk may actually be sixfold.4 
Exercise plays a significant role in reduc-
ing obesity by burning calories, boosting 
energy levels, lowering stress, reducing 
appetite, elevating mood and increasing 
motivation.

Research indicates that stress also may 
be detrimental to brain health and 
memory performance.20 When we feel 
stressed, our adrenal glands release a 
chemical called cortisol, and chronically 
high levels of cortisol lead to cell death 
in the hippocampus. Studies of Vietnam 
veterans in the US show that prolonged 
exposure to stress does adversely affect 
this area of the brain.21 Human inves-
tigations further indicate that several 
days of exposure to high cortisol levels 
can impair memory.22 Chronic stress can 
contribute to depression and anxiety 
disorders as well, which interfere with 
normal memory processing, especially 
as people age.23 This suggests that learn-
ing to manage and minimize stress 
may have a beneficial impact on brain 
health.

Depression, too, is positively affected 
by regular exercise. In fact, an exercise 
training program may be considered 
an alternative to antidepressants for 
treatment of depression in older adults, 
according to Blumenthal et al.24 In this 
study of 156 men and women over age 
50 who were randomly assigned to a 
program of aerobic exercise, antidepres-
sants or a combination thereof, exercise 
was equally as effective and more long-
lasting than antidepressants in decreas-
ing depressive symptoms, even though 
these drugs may have facilitated a more 
rapid response to treatment.

Exercise is medicine. Choosing exercise 
regularly makes a difference in achieving 
a healthy body and brain. 

What are the effects of exer-
cise on dementia/Alzheimer’s?
The lifestyle choices that lead to obesity, 
diabetes, high cholesterol, high blood 
pressure and heart disease also increase 
risk for deterioration of brain health, as 
mentioned previously. Studies suggest 
that exercise can lower risk of dementia 
by 50–60%,5 and decrease Alzheimer’s 
risk by 60%.25 Friedland and colleagues26 
conducted a study with 500 participants 
that determined those who were physi-
cally active were 3 times less likely to get 
Alzheimer’s.

To some extent, exercise counteracts 
vascular damage. Stroke and Alzheim-
er’s patients who participate in aerobic 
exercise sometimes improve their scores 
on cognitive tests. It is suggested that 
because physical exercise increases cere-
bral blood flow (which in turn promotes 
neurogenesis), there is decreased risk 
of Alzheimer’s for those without the 
disease and regeneration of neurons for 
those experiencing it.4,19

The best way to guard against neurode-
generative disease is to build a strong 
brain. Aerobic exercise accomplishes 
this by strengthening connections 
between brain cells, creating more syn-

apses, developing neurons and increas-
ing dendritic branches. Weuve et al.27 
studied 18,766 women ages 70–81 and 
found that those with the highest levels 
of energy expenditure had a 20% lower 
chance of being cognitively impaired 
on tests of memory and intelligence. 
The research indicated positive results 
even with modest levels of walking 
90 minutes a week, and best results from 
4 hours running or 12 hours walking per 
week.

Regular exercise further helps the brain 
by slowing the natural decline of the 
stress threshold with aging. The mild 
stress of exercise improves the ability 
to cope with more severe stress. It also 
reduces toxic levels of cortisol and in-
creases levels of BDNF, particularly in 
the hippocampus.28

If the brain isn’t actively growing, it is 
very likely dying. The good news is that 
beginning an exercise program at any 
age can benefit both brain and body. In a 
review of literature, Kramer et al.19 indi-
cated that the benefits of physical exer-
cise promote brain and cognitive vitality 
well into older adulthood. The body was 
designed to move; we know now that 
the more we move the body, the more 
we engage the brain. Through this brain-
body connection, we can build and 
maintain a healthy body and brain with 
exercise—and lay the foundation for the 
most productive, full life possible at any 
age.

Terry Eckmann, PhD, is a professor at 
Minot State University (MSU) in North 
Dakota. Eckmann serves on the Advisory 
Board for the International Council on 
Active Aging®. She presents internation-
ally and writes for a variety of publica-
tions on topics relating to exercise and 
aging. Eckmann has been recognized 
for her work, with awards including the 
North Dakota Association for Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance 
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(NDAHPERD) University Honor Award 
and University Teacher of the Year Award, 
MSU Board of Regents Award for Research 
and Scholarship, IDEA Make Fitness Hap-
pen Award, and Industry Enhancement 
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ICAA Champions 
in action:      initiative gains 
 momentum, makes 
 inroads across 
 North America

Industry development

Continued on page 32

Organizations and individuals 
demonstrate the vibrant 
power of active aging

by Marilynn Larkin, MA

In the September/October issue of the 
Journal on Active Aging®, the Interna-
tional Council on Active Aging® (ICAA) 
provided a step-by-step guide to help 
organizations and individuals join the 
ICAA Champions program. An integral 
part of ICAA’s Changing the Way We 
Age® Campaign, ICAA Champions serve 
as role models and educators in the ef-
fort to shift society’s perceptions of 
aging.

Over the past few months, fueled in 
part by Active Aging Week—the annual 
event initiated by ICAA and observed 

during the last week of September—the 
Champions program has taken off in 
communities across North America. 
Organizations and individuals are ex-
periencing the power of the program 
to transform perceptions of aging and 
engage people of all ages in meaningful, 
life-enhancing activities.

“This is just the beginning,” states ICAA 
Founder and CEO Colin Milner. “We 
are gratified to see how our members 
are embracing ICAA’s Changing the 
Way We Age® Campaign as a whole, and 
the Champions program in particular. 
Hundreds of ICAA Champions are now 
leading the way, and we expect hundreds 
more to join them in coming months, 
and thousands in coming years.”



ICAA Champion Scott Smith, a 
resident of Atria Merrimack Place 
in Newburyport, Massachusetts, 
gives a lecture on astro physics 
during a school visit. Image 
courtesy of Atria Senior Living
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The ICAA Champions program is free of 
charge, and beyond individual engage-
ment and satisfaction, benefits include 
an organizational and/or individual 
webpage, multiple support tools, and 
publicity via press releases and social 
media. Interested parties can find out 
more about the program and apply 
online at www.changingthewayweage.
com/champions.htm. Meanwhile, 
check out the snapshots below to learn 
what participation involves for some 
organizations and individuals who have 
already made a commitment and are 
actively involved.

Atria Senior Living: providing 
the right opportunities
Atria Senior Living, which has 127 com-
munities across the United States, joined 
ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign as a Founding Organization 
at the outset of the campaign, in May 
2011. Since then, more than 250 Atria 
residents have become ICAA Champi-
ons, according to National Engage Life 
Program Director Stacey Belt, CTRS.

“We launched the program with the goal 
of having at least one Champion from 
each community, and we were able to 
reach and surpass that goal early on,” 
Belt says. “We worked hard with each 
community on reaching that goal, pro-
viding motivation, contests and train-
ings to ensure we achieved what we had 
set out do.

“Now we’re working on getting the 
Champion profiles completed for 
ICAA’s campaign website, and making 
sure we’re providing the right opportu-
nities for each person to talk about the 
importance of active aging, either inside 
our own communities or in the commu-
nity at large,” Belt comments.

Since a primary goal of the ICAA 
Champions program is to promote a 
realistic and more positive view of ag-
ing, these older adults do not have to be 
“superstars.” “We reinforce that message 
by letting our residents know that they 
can participate regardless of their abil-
ity level,” Belt explains. “A woman in a 

wheelchair asked, ‘Is this right for me?’ 
We said, ‘Absolutely.’ This woman gets 
up every day and goes to exercise class-
es. She definitely sets an example for 
others.”

Residents at another Atria community 
were particularly concerned about the 
obesity epidemic in children. “So they 
arranged for children to come to the 
community, where resident Champions 
lead them in exercise programs and act 
as mentors,” states Belt.

Along with spreading the message inside 
Atria communities, many residents are 
also going into local schools and seniors 
centers, where they make presentations 
on active aging and other topics. For 
example, Scott Smith, 88, a Champion 
who lives at Atria Merrimack Place in 
Newburyport, Massachusetts, has given 
talks on astronomy during a science 
lesson. Separately, Smith encourages 
his peers to remain active by talking 
about environmentalism, leading bird-
watching groups, and spearheading dis-
cussion groups at mealtimes. “Talking 
about current events keeps us connected 
to the world,” he says, “so we don’t feel 
like dropouts.” Smith also notes that his 
tablemates participate in more activities 
since he joined them.

To be successful, an organization’s 
Champion program needs support from 
the top down, emphasizes Belt. Atria’s 
senior management “is totally behind 
this endeavor,” she stresses. “We’re very 
much in tune with our residents being 
active no matter what their age, and 
continuing to learn and grow. And so, 
when the ICAA Champions program 
launched, it was perfect for us.”

That said, “residents were a bit worried 
at first about getting involved, thinking 
it would be a big job,” Belt acknowl-
edges. “But after we educated them, 
using the PowerPoint presentations and 

Continued on page 34

In Prince George’s County, Maryland, the most recent parks and recreation guide features 
an encouraging article and photographs to spread the message of ICAA’s Changing the 
Way We Age® Campaign. Image courtesy of Maryland-National Capital Park and 
Planning Commission, Prince George’s County, Department of Parks and Recreation
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Kisco’s Alex Gerasimov, wellness director of  
BridgePoint at Los Altos (California), finishes 
the 100th Bay to Breakers race in San 
Francisco with a community resident. Image 
courtesy of  Kisco Senior Living

other support tools in ICAA’s online 
Champion toolkit, they understood that 
the program really is about living an ac-
tive lifestyle, and that is very consistent 
with what we already do. So the keys to 
having a successful Champion program,” 
she believes, “are getting all staff to be-
lieve in its value, live it in the culture, 
and provide opportunities for residents 
to feel empowered by what they are do-
ing.” The ICAA Champion pins were 
also an incentive, she adds, in that they 
made Atria’s Champions “feel excited 
and important” (see the box on page 37 
for more about these pins).

Parc Communities: engaging 
in meaningful activities
At Parc Communities in Atlanta, 
Georgia, Wellness Director Angela 
Butler-Hackett welcomed the ICAA 
Champions program as a way of engag-
ing residents in meaningful activities. 
“A number of our residents complained 
that they weren’t giving back to society 
as much as they wanted to,” Butler-
Hackett explains. “Some were depressed 

about not having opportunities to do so, 
saying such things as ‘I don’t feel like I’m 
needed anymore.’ They felt they had so 
much wisdom and knowledge that they 
wanted to share.”

Convinced that becoming an ICAA 
Champion Organization would provide 
such opportunities, Butler-Hackett 
launched the program during Active 
Aging Week with a series of intergen-
erational activities. For example, five 
residents from the Parc at Piedmont 
community visited the East Side Chris-
tian School in Marietta, Georgia, where 
they led exercises from the community’s 
Ageless Grace® program with 35 second 
graders. Nine residents from the Parc at 
Duluth ran a similar program with 60 
third graders at Notre Dame Academy, 
also in Duluth.

Interestingly, during the exercise pro-
gram, “the children were saying things 
like, ‘Hey, my legs are getting tired,’ or 
‘My arms are getting tired,’ but the resi-
dents just kept going along and having a 
great time,” Butler-Hackett says.

Before embarking on these programs, 
Butler-Hackett and the Parc Champions 
introduced themselves by talking about 
ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign. “We asked the children to 
raise their hands if they had grandpar-
ents or great-grandparents living, then 
we asked them what their relatives do 
that’s active,” Butler-Hackett shares. 
“Through the exercise program, we 
helped them see that older family mem-
bers might be capable of doing more 
than they thought they could.”

Youngsters at the East Side Christian 
School also interviewed the Parc resi-
dents about what it was like to be in the 
second grade when they were children. 
One community resident, ICAA Cham-
pion Ruth Swanzy, explained that “we 
had more grades together in one big 
room, but the older children helped by 
teaching the younger ones.” She added 

that “of course, we didn’t have air con-
ditioning or any of the games and things 
[you] enjoy now.”

According to Butler-Hackett, the second 
graders sent thank you notes after the 
visit, and a child wrote to one of the resi-
dents, “You are the coolest old person 
I’ve ever met.”

Butler-Hackett credits the ICAA Cham-
pion toolkit with helping to make the 
Parc Communities program a success. 
For example, prior to Active Aging 
Week, she presented the “Changing the 
Way We Age across the wellness dimen-
sions” PowerPoint to residents, then 
asked, based on the messages and com-
mitment involved in the campaign, who 
they felt would make good Champions. 
The residents nominated several of their 
peers, including Swanzy, who went on to 
participate in the intergenerational pro-
grams described above.

Separately, Butler-Hackett has made 
presentations to professionals us-
ing parts of the toolkit PowerPoints. 
She also distributed ICAA’s one-page 
handout on the campaign. In January 
2012, the active-aging professional will 
include some of the toolkit information 
in a presentation to the local chapter of 
the National Aging in Place Council, 
and to the Human Factors and Aging 
Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. Then in February, Parc 
Communities will hold additional inter-
generational outings for Champions at 
both of its locations.

What are Butler-Hackett’s take-home 
messages for other organizations think-
ing of joining the ICAA Champions pro-
gram? “Definitely utilize the tools ICAA 
has given us,” she says. “I’ve printed out a 
lot of the materials and used them word 
for word, instead of trying to reinvent 
the wheel.” With respect to intergen-

ICAA Champions in action: initiative gains momentum, 
makes inroads across North America Continued from page 32
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erational activities, “it takes some work 
and effort to coordinate them, but the 
payback of watching the residents and 
kids is bigger than I thought it would 
be.” Butler-Hackett continues, “Our 
Champions are working to bring in 
residents who didn’t participate the first 
time. And the kids keep asking when 
we will come back. It’s something that’s 
so rewarding and costs very little,” she 
adds, “but you get such a return in terms 
of the human touch, and that wonderful 
intergenerational communication.”

On Top of the World 
Communities: creating the 
atmosphere for change
ICAA has been “a fabulous resource for 
us, and I always tune into what the orga-
nization is doing,” says Fitness and Well-
ness Director Cammy Dennis, of On Top 
of the World Communities in Ocala, 
Florida. “So when I saw an opportunity 
to join the campaign, I jumped on it.” 
The 55-plus active adult community—
and ICAA Champion Organization—

is home to about 8,000 residents, who 
live in various neighborhoods on the 
large campus.

To get started, Dennis pulled in “a small, 
core group of staff and consultants” to 
serve as ICAA Champions. Part of their 
mission would be to expand program-
ming options for On Top of the World 
residents, beyond what Dennis sees as 
a “one-size-fits-all approach,” particu-
larly in fitness. “A typical chair-exercise 
class conjures up images of older, frailer 
adults, and that’s not what our commu-
nity is all about,” she states. “Although 
we do have individuals with those needs, 
and plenty of programs for them, we 
also have people who walk half-mara-
thons, hike and do kickboxing. By offer-
ing plenty of alternatives, we step away 
from a situation where we define what 
fitness is supposed to be for them, and 
say, ‘You define that for yourself.’”

Dennis also encourages fitness instruc-
tor Champions at On Top of the World 

Communities to bring more wellness 
principles into their classes. “We want 
them to think beyond physical fitness,” 
she explains—“for example, how can the 
classes they run be social? emotional? 
educational? Would it help to take their 
class outside?” This has helped the com-
munity’s program “evolve to the point 
that we have wellness walks, tai chi 
outdoors, and other activities that blend 
mind and body.”

Recently, Dennis announced the Cham-
pions initiative to the entire company, 
and is trying to bring all staff on board. 
Doing that presentation “gave me an op-
portunity not only to talk about fitness 
and wellness, but also to pull in people 
from construction to talk about why 
our homes are good for older adults, 
and from the Master the Possibilities 
Learning Center to talk about how those 
programs tie in,” she says. Dennis also 
brought in the marketing department. 
Why? “Because the images and every-
thing else we put out to the public say a 
lot about how we view our residents and 
what we think about aging,” she states.

During the discussion, Dan Dowd, who 
directs the community’s Master the Pos-
sibilities Learning Center, commented: 
“It’s not so much that we’re changing the 
way people age; we’re creating the at-
mosphere for that to happen, and letting 
people do that themselves.”

Jessica Pinkowski, a lead instructor at 
On Top of the World Communities, is 
one of the Champions helping to create 
that empowering atmosphere. “I do my 
best to use each class to take participants 
through a journey, with the goal of mak-
ing them aware of why aging actively is 
so important,” she says. “I help them see 
what they’re capable of, and what the 
benefits are—preventing disease, per-
forming daily activities better, increas-
ing the quality of their lives.” Pinkowski, 
who is in her mid-30s, also educates 
instructors who are new to working with 
the community’s population, helping 
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Fitness and Wellness Director Cammy Dennis and fitness instructor Champion Jessica 
Pinkowski lead a group of residents from On Top of the World Communities in Ocala, 
Florida, in a half-marathon. Image courtesy of On Top of the World Communities, Inc.
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Five resident Champions from Parc Communities’ Piedmont campus meet second graders from the East 
Side Christian School in Marietta, Georgia. The Champions later exercised with the students and 
answered their questions about the second grade in years gone by. Image courtesy of  Parc Communities

How to support the 
ICAA campaign

The ICAA Champions program is 
just one outlet for organizations 
and individuals to support ICAA’s 
Changing the Way We Age® Cam-
paign. A pin is now available to 
heighten campaign visibility and 
help people show their support. You 
may purchase a single pin to wear, 
or buy as many pins as you like to 
give away, sell, or exchange for dona-
tions to fund Champion activities. 
For those who believe in ICAA’s 
campaign but have chosen not to 
get more actively involved, spread-
ing the word through campaign pins 
is a way to be an ICAA Supporting 
Champion.

Organizations can also become an 
ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign program partner. Three 
levels of participation are available to 
those committed to playing a more 
prominent role in these efforts. For 
further information about partner-
ship opportunities and campaign 
pins, visit www.changingtheway
weage.com or call ICAA at 866-335-
9777 (toll-free) or 604-734-4466.

them to understand the connection be-
tween fitness and wellness.

Paradoxically, Pinkowski’s emphasis 
on improving the quality of life for On 
Top of the World residents has had an 
effect on her own. “One thing I say to 
our residents is that living an active life-
style doesn’t mean you have to exercise 
every day; it’s about moving and stay-
ing active. Now it’s the same for me,” 
she comments. “I don’t want to take my 
car to the carwash; I’ll wash it myself. I 
don’t want somebody else to clean my 
house; I will push and pull the vacuum 
cleaner myself. And that translates to 
activities with my peers as well—when 
I don’t want to play tennis on the video 

game, but want to play outside and actu-
ally go through the motions in real life. 
That’s the way I’m seeing myself moving 
through this.”

Kisco Senior Living: raising 
awareness
ICAA Champion Organization Kisco 
Senior Living, with headquarters in 
Carlsbad, California, and 19 communi-
ties in six states, began by enlisting staff 
as Champions; now those staff have 
started recruiting resident Champions. 
Maria Connelly, wellness team leader 
for the Art of Living Well Services, and 
Kendall Carre, marketing manager, 
explain why and how the organization 
committed to the program.

“We’ve been with ICAA since its incep-
tion, and our vision is very similar to the 
goals of ICAA’s Changing the Way We 
Age® Campaign,” says Connelly. “We 
don’t view aging as negative. We view it 

as a later stage of life where people have 
so much to bring to a community—their 
wisdom, their history, and also the 
ability to share those experiences with 
families, children and grandchildren. So 
when the ICAA Champions program 
started,” she adds, “we saw it as part of 
our responsibility to help others outside 
the community understand and appreci-
ate a more realistic picture of aging. It’s a 
more positive picture than what is some-
times portrayed through media, or what 
many families might perceive happens 
when someone gets old.”

The ICAA Champion toolkit was instru-
mental in helping to launch the program 
at Kisco, Connelly observes. She and 
Carre have used the training PowerPoint 
in Kisco locations to present the pro-
gram and train new Champions, and the 
community presentation during outside 
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Led by Champions from Parc Communities’ Duluth location, third graders at Notre Dame Academy 
in Duluth, Georgia, do exercises from the Ageless Grace program offered by the senior living organi-
zation. Image courtesy of  Parc Communities

events and conferences. They’ve also 
tailored the press releases and one-page 
handout for use as promotional pieces.

“We started by presenting the program 
at our home office in Carlsbad, where 
people became very excited about the 
campaign and the role of individual 
Champions,” Connelly observes. “They 
began signing up right there. Now we 
have nine wellness Champions who are 
recruiting residents to be individual 
Champions.”

To help raise awareness, Kisco included 
both the ICAA and campaign logos on 
all of the organization’s advertising for 
Active Aging Week in newspapers and 
mailers. Carre also sent out press releases 
for every community that included their 
Active Aging Week activities along with 
a paragraph explaining the ICAA 
Champions program and Kisco’s rec-
ognition as a Champion Organization 
in ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign.

Since then, individual resident Cham-
pions have become involved in various 
activities in local Kisco communities. 
In North Carolina, for example, resi-
dents were invited to a local school to 
participate in a history lesson about the 
Depression era. “The students broke 
out into six groups, each with a Kisco 
resident,” shares Connelly. “As the les-
son went on, these students were able 
to talk with the resident about what it 
was like to live through that era. This 
intergenerational activity was very well 
received,” she notes, “and the residents 
have been invited back to participate in 
a whole series of lessons. It’s only one 
example,” Connelly adds, “and we intend 
to expand from there, enlisting our resi-
dents to speak to different organizations 
as well, because they are the role models 
who represent that positive, realistic pic-
ture of aging.”

Kisco also is mining the potential of 
future residents. Dr. H. Stanley Jones, 

author of Quality of Life: Achieving Bal-
ance in an Unbalanced World (Kauai 
Press, 1994), a future resident of Kisco’s 
Ilima at Leihano on Oahu, Hawaii, will 
speak about his book at two Kisco com-
munities in California. “The book ties 
nicely to the campaign because Jones 
talks about the importance of enhancing 
your quality of life and taking personal 
responsibility,” Connelly comments.

“The Champions program is fairly new 
for us and we’re continually coming 
up with ways to incorporate it into our 
advertising and outreach,” adds Carre. 
“Our intention is to include both logos 
in all of our ads for every community 
going forward in 2012, as an identifying 
emblem that really speaks to our philos-
ophy. People may call and ask, ‘What’s 
this?’ And that will give us another op-
portunity to have a dialogue.”

Carre further intends to include the 
fact that Kisco is an ICAA Champion 
Organization in the short blurb that 
runs with every press release. “We have 
a lot of these promotional efforts in the 
works,” she says, “and are evolving as we 
move forward.”

Dayna Stoddart, Ballantrae 
Golf and Country Club: 
inspiring people
While organizations are engaging older 
adults and staff as ICAA Champions, 
some professionals are simply signing 
up on their own. One such individual 
Champion is Dayna Stoddart, wellness 
director at Ballantrae Golf and Country 
Club in Toronto, Canada, a gated com-
munity of 950 homes for active older 
adults. “What inspired me to become a 
Champion is my passion for promoting 
and educating about lifestyle choices, 
wellness and preventive strategies,” ex-
plains Stoddart. “I saw this as an oppor-
tunity to become even more proactive in 
my current role, and to create awareness 
not only in our community, but outside 
the community, too.”

During Active Aging Week, Stoddart 
twice presented ICAA’s Champion tool-
kit PowerPoint, “Changing the Way We 
Age across the wellness dimensions,” to 
Ballantrae residents. “We had an over-
whelmingly positive response from our 
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residents, and some came to me inter-
ested in being Champions themselves,” 
she says. “That hasn’t happened yet, but 
I will be helping to facilitate their join-
ing the program.” Stoddart also inter-
ested a local newspaper, the Stouffville 
Free Press, in covering her work as an 
ICAA Champion; that article is posted 
on the campaign’s Facebook page (see 
“Resources” on this page).

As she helps pave the way for interested 
Ballantrae residents to become Cham-
pions, Stoddart will continue her indi-
vidual efforts. She intends to give a pre-
sentation in a local school to help create 
awareness of active aging. “As a mother 
of three young children, I hear the way 
some of the talk goes about older peo-
ple, and I’m trying to change those 
negative perceptions with them, as 
well.”

Stoddart, 41, further hopes she will 
inspire people by continuing with her 
hobby, fitness competing. But she is ca-
pable of becoming inspired, too. In a re-
cent competition, a 60-year-old woman 
competed in the grand masters division. 
“I learned that she trained for two years 
so she could get on that stage and com-
pete,” Stoddart says. “I thought, I totally 
understand where she is coming from. 
What a wonderful achievement.”

Darilyn Marinelli, Prince 
George’s County Department 
of Parks and Recreation: 
spreading the word
ICAA member Darilyn Marinelli has 
not formally signed on as an ICAA 
Champion, but she is committed to 
ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign. Marinelli helps to spread the 
word through her role as senior services 
coordinator for the Maryland-National 
Capital Park and Planning Commission, 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
in Prince George’s County, Maryland. 
The department publishes a quarterly 
GUIDE to Parks and Recreation, and the 
cover of the winter 2011 edition, titled 

“Changing the Way You Age,” includes 
photographs of older adults participat-
ing in a variety of activities. Inside the 
cover, an introduction to the feature 
article states:

“The Maryland-National Capital 
Park and Planning Commission 
encourages seniors to make a 
change in their daily routine and 
improve the way that they age. 
This year’s International Council 
on Active Aging’s (ICAA) Chang-
ing the Way We Age® Campaign 
focuses on changing negative 
perceptions and views of aging. 
In support of this, the Department 
of Parks and Recreation embraces 
an active-aging philosophy and 
believes that any individual 
can engage in an active life-
style, regardless of age or physical 
state.”

To further promote this campaign, 
Marinelli did a formal presentation to 
the Prince George’s County Planning 
Board in November, sharing the Chang-
ing the Way We Age® message and vi-
sion, and how that vision will guide the 
delivery of senior services in the Parks 
and Recreation Department. “We’re em-
bracing the campaign as part of our mar-
keting and community outreach efforts 
to approximately 125,000 older adults in 
Prince George’s County,” she explains. 
“It’s another way for us to engage these 
individuals in our parks and recreation 
programs. Keeping people active and 
involved in their later years also keeps 
them healthier, happier and connected,” 
comments Marinelli. “And when other 
older adults see everyone who’s involved, 
they’ll think, ‘I can do that, too.’”

Marilynn Larkin, MA, is an award-
winning medical writer and editor, as well 
as an ACE-certified personal trainer and 
group fitness instructor. She is also ICAA’s 
Communications Director and a regular 
contributor to the Journal on Active 
Aging®.

Resources

Atria Senior Living
www.atriaseniorliving.com

Ballantrae Golf and Country Club
www.ballantraegolflifestyle.com

ICAA’s Changing the Way We Age® 
Campaign
www.changingthewayweage.com
(also on Facebook)

Kisco Senior Living
www.kiscoseniorliving.com

Maryland-National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission
www.mncppc.org/commission_
home.html

On Top of the World Communities
www.otowfl.com

Parc Communities
www.parccommunities.com

Prince George’s County Depart-
ment of Parks and Recreation
www.pgparks.com

Print

“Changing perceptions of aging”
Publisher: Stouffville Free Press, 
October 26, 2011
http://stouffvillefreepress.com/
articles-2/freepressnews/changing-
perceptions-of-aging

“ICAA Champions program: a quick-
start guide for your organization”*
Author: Marilynn Larkin
Publisher: Journal on Active Aging, 
10(5), 24–33, September/October 
2011

* Available in the “Articles archives” 
(“Industry development”) in the 
members only section of the Interna-
tional Council on Active Aging 
website, www.icaa.cc
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› Over 500 functional training exercises
› Movement patterns mimic everyday activities
› 2.5 lb. weight increments
› ADA compliant
› Grab-and-go design
› Independent workout arms
› Balance and stability training 
› Easy access for wheelchair use
› Ideal for rehabilitation

The FreeMotion Dual-Cable Cross is the ultimate, 
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Seeking insight into 
communication-related 
topics? Explore these 10 
articles published previously 
in the Journal on Active 
Aging® and Functional U®

To celebrate the International Council on 
Active Aging’s 10th Anniversary, the Jour-
nal on Active Aging® (JAA) is highlighting 
some articles featured in ICAA publica-
tions over the last decade. Through the 
coming year, each issue of the Journal will 
include a “top 10” list of articles drawn 
from the association’s extensive online 
library. Every list will focus on a specific 
topic. For this issue, communication is 
the focus.

ICAA’s top 10     articles on communication

ICAA @ 10

The Journal, ICAA’s flagship publica-
tion, has published a diverse collection 
of articles since its launch in 2002. The 
association has added other publications 
over the years including, among others, 
Functional U®, a bimonthly electronic 
publication aimed at practitioners; 
ICAA Developer’s Guide, an annual print 
publication geared to owners and devel-
opers; and ICAA Green Guide, an an-
nual electronic publication focused on 
environmental wellness and stewardship. 
ICAA members can access articles 
from these publications—including 
those listed on the page that follows—
in the archives available at www.icaa.cc. 
To learn how, check the box on 
page 43.  
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1. “When silence isn’t golden”
Author: Jim Clemmer
JAA, July/August 2008
(Archives category: Communication)

To address lack of candor in the work-
place, create safe environments for 
“courageous conversation.”

2. “Shatter stereotypes of aging: how 
to help your clients create dynamic 
mature identities”
Author: Marilynn Larkin
JAA, March/April 2008
(Archives category: Communication)

Professionals can promote positive be-
liefs and attitudes about aging, and help 
clients become their best.

3. “Creating age-friendly websites”
Author: Brigid McHugh Sanner
JAA, July/August 2004
(Archives category: Communication)

A communications expert offers 10 rules 
to ensure websites meet the needs of 
silver surfers. 

4. “Cultural approaches to promoting 
physical activity for older adults”
Author: Chaya Gordon
JAA, March/April 2004
(Archives category: Communication)

Successful programs are more likely 
when professionals understand a cultural 
community’s characteristics and barriers 
to physical activity.

5. “Presenting to 50-plus audiences: 
a practical guide
Author: Brigid McHugh Sanner
JAA, March/April 2004
(Archives category: Sales)

Commonsense advice points the way 
to presenting more effectively to older 
audiences.

6. “Are your educational materials 
missing the mark?”
Author: Brigid McHugh Sanner
JAA, July/August 2003
(Archives category: Health promotion)

Literacy level and design considerations 
are vital for print materials targeted to 
older adults.

7. “Six steps to age-friendly 
advertising”
Author: Colin Milner
JAA, May/June 2003
(Archives category: Marketing)

Age-friendly advertising uses messages 
that resonate with older adults, delivered 
in an authentic, compelling way. 

8. “Make the brain your ally”
Author: Terry Ferebee Eckmann
Functional U, May 2003
(Archives category: Leadership)

Teaching techniques and theories in-
spired by brain research enhance clients’ 
ability to learn.

9. “The invisible population”
Author: Marge Coalman
JAA, September/October 2002
(Archives category: Leadership)

Using practical advice and tips, profes-
sionals can overcome barriers and com-
municate better when training clients 
with dementia.

10. “Speaking their language”
Author: ICAA (based on AARP 
research)
JAA, January/February 2002
(Archives category: Communication)

AARP research offers important 
insights into communicating the 
message of physical activity to older 
adults.

How to access ICAA
articles online

If you are an International Council 
on Active Aging® member, you can 
access content from ICAA publica-
tions through the archives avail-
able in the members only section 
of the association website. You can 
download (or view) entire issues of 
publications and newsletters in this 
section, or choose individual articles 
from the indexed library known as 
the “Articles archives.” Here’s how:

•	 Log	in	to	the	members	only	sec-
tion of the ICAA website, www.
icaa.cc, using your member num-
ber and password.

•	 Click	on	the	“Article	archives”	
portal.

•	 Review	the	list	of	categories	that	
appears on the “Articles archives” 
webpage that comes up, then se-
lect a category to view and down-
load individual articles on that 
topic.

•	 Go	to	the	left-hand	menu	to	
choose entire publications or 
newsletters to review, and select 
the specific resource to see issues 
available.

A helpful preview of article catego-
ries and descriptions is available by 
clicking on the “Article archives” link 
on the ICAA home page or by going 
directly to www.icaa.cc/preview_
membersection/articlearchives-
master.htm. If you have questions or 
need help obtaining your member 
number and password, call ICAA 
toll-free at 866-335-9777.

Communication: ICAA’s top 10
(in chronological order, most to least recent)
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The Summit at 
Central Park:       an innovative facility 
 engages active adults 
 in wellness

ICAA Innovators

The City of Grand Prairie, 
Texas, reconceptualizes the 
senior center, opening a 
‘country club-level’ venue 
for adults ages 50-plus

This is the seventh article in a series pro-
filing the recipients of the 2010 ICAA 
Innovators Awards. Launched by the 
International Council on Active Aging® 
(ICAA) in 2003, these awards recognize 
creativity and excellence in active aging, 
honoring innovations that are leading the 
way, setting new standards and making a 
difference in the lives of older adults. These 
offerings target any or all of the seven di-
mensions of wellness—namely, physical, 
spiritual, intellectual, social, emotional, 
vocational and environmental wellness. 
ICAA supports professionals who develop 
wellness facilities, programs and services 
for adults ages 50 and over.

In Grand Prairie, Texas—a city of about 
175,000, according to the 2010 United 

States Census1—two population trends 
have gained momentum in the past 
couple of decades and slowly converged 
to transform the city. These trends are 
population growth and population 
aging. 

Between 1987 and 2008, Grand Prairie’s 
total population almost doubled (from 
90,000 to 165,000), while the 55-plus 
age group increased from about 12,000 
in 1990 to almost 44,000 in 2007. This 
older demographic is projected to ex-
pand further by 2015, to 63,000 adults.2 
City of Grand Prairie officials realized 
that the 8,000-sq.-ft. senior center, built 
in 1987, was inadequate in light of this 
growth and initiated what would be 
a years-long process to develop a new 
center. 

Public forums and focus groups, com-
bined with a series of facility visits, 

Continued on page 46



The Wings Theater is an 
88-seat surround-sound 
movie theater at the 
Summit at Central Park 
in Grand Prairie, Texas 
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Continued on page 50

When members of the Summit at Central Park first enter the active adult center, they walk 
into a large, two-story lobby with overstuffed leather furniture. Other features of the lobby 
include a player baby grand piano, a stone fireplace and a café

The Summit at Central Park: an innovative facility 
engages active adults in wellness Continued from page 44

helped Grand Prairie officials and Parks 
and Recreation staff define a vision for 
the senior center that proposed some-
thing altogether new: a country club-
inspired venue for the 50-plus crowd. 
On June 18, 2010, Grand Prairie offi-
cially opened the 56,000-sq.-ft., US$23-
million facility2—named the Summit 
at Central Park—which has since won 
multiple awards.

The Summit’s objective “is to engage 
active adults within our community 
in a holistic approach to wellness and 
health, through an innovative facility 
and offering a broad range of program 
opportunities,” says Center Manager 
Linda Long, of Grand Prairie Parks and 
Recreation. Membership figures show 
the community’s response. Where the 
previous senior center had 600 active 
members, the Summit already has more 
than 5,000—100 of whom volunteer at 
the center.2

In creating the Summit, “the City of 
Grand Prairie was fortunate in a num-

ber of ways,” comments Long. “These 
include a funding method, a passionate 
and involved City Council and Park 
Board, and citizens willing to accept a 
sales tax in support of the active adult 
center.”

To learn more about the Summit, the 
Journal on Active Aging® recently asked 
Long to highlight aspects of the devel-
opment journey and what center 
staff have discovered since the venue 
opened.

JAA: How would you describe the Sum-
mit at Central Park?

LL: The Summit at Central Park is a 
trendsetting, “country club-level,” mul-
tifaceted community center for active 
adults ages 50-plus. The facility is de-
signed and programmed to encompass 
the social, physical, spiritual, relational 
and entertainment needs of our commu-
nity. In a nutshell, this is a building that 
no one wants to leave at the end of the 
day or evening.

JAA: Please outline some of the amenities 
and elements that contribute to the Sum-
mit’s country club feel and overall appeal 
to Grand Prairie’s active adults.

LL: The overall building is an impressive 
contemporary design. In the parking 
area, two multipassenger carts driven by 
volunteers pick up members at their cars 
and bring them to the entrance. Upon 
arrival, members enter the large lobby—
fitted with oversized leather chairs—and 
are greeted by our friendly control-desk 
staff. The lobby also contains the Terrace 
Café, a bistro-style snack bar that offers 
breakfasts, snacks and lunches. The café 
serves a variety of drinks as well, includ-
ing beer and wine.

The Summit was purposely designed to 
showcase the regional park surrounding 
it. Prominently located along a chain 
of lakes, with a 20-ft.-wide boardwalk, 
the center includes an outdoor terrace 
with grill, fireplace, covered patio tables, 
lounge furniture and games court.

Among the indoor amenities, the Wings 
Theater (named after a historic movie 
theater) is a state-of-the-art, 88-luxury-
seat theater that shows recently run 
movies and can be used for presenta-

Resource

Interested in learning more about 
how the City of Grand Prairie devel-
oped The Summit at Central Park? 
Check out the article “The Summit: 
How Grand Prairie created its ‘coun-
try club for the 50-plus’” in the ICAA 
Developer’s Guide 2010. International 
Council on Active Aging® members 
can access this article in the online 
“Articles archives” (“Facility develop-
ment, changing the environment”), 
available in the members only section 
at www.icaa.cc.
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The Summit at Central Park: an innovative facility 
engages active adults in wellness Continued from page 46

tions and performances. The 4,000-
sq.-ft. fitness area includes cardio and 
weight equipment specially designed 
for active adults. An indoor track floats 
over the gym and natatorium, providing 
expansive views of this indoor pool area 
and the surrounding park. And a dedi-
cated room offers a variety of options for 
massage therapy, a popular request.

JAA: How did the City of Grand Prairie 
come up with the concept for the Summit 
and develop it more fully over time? And 
what inspired officials and staff to create 
this new kind of senior center?

LL: The Summit concept was born 
through an update of the City’s Parks, 
Recreation and Open Space Master 
Plan, which identified a significant need 
to expand senior services due to a grow-
ing active-adult population. Staff began 
touring private and public facilities to 
evaluate trends in the industry. That 
research led to a paradigm in our under-
standing of active adults. Continuous 
focus group discussions throughout the 
design process built on those initial con-
ceptual ideas. 

A City Council budget retreat actually 
initiated action. At the retreat, council 

members discussed the needs of Grand 
Prairie’s older citizens and limitations 
at the existing center. They recognized 
that this population was both increasing 
and underserved. Mayor Charles Eng-
land became passionately committed to 
the project and frequently attended our 
tours and meetings with the consultants.

JAA: All projects encounter challenges. 
What key challenges did you encounter in 
developing a “senior center for tomorrow,” 
as the Summit has been called? How did 
you address these challenges?

LL: The initial challenge was breaking 
from the term senior center. This moni-
ker limits the potential for expanded 
programs in the eyes of Boomers right 
through the aging population. We 
experienced adults in their 80s who 
said, “I will go to the center when I am 
old!”

A second challenge was the merging 
of a separated nutrition program. The 
group that met at the nutrition facility 
was established and unsure of this new 
project. Through continual focus group 
meetings, group members became com-
fortable with the proposed merger and 
the transition was very smooth.

A third challenge: fees! This is a typi-
cal “Don’t talk about it, don’t bring it 
up, and certainly don’t enact one for 
seniors” issue, which creates an extreme 
challenge for municipal staff. A pre-
liminary fee structure was developed 
by staff that protected the fixed-income 
members and assessed fees for specific 
upgraded programming and services. 
Again, continual discussions with 
groups combined with tours of the cen-
ter during construction minimized the 
concerns, and fees were a nonissue at our 
grand opening.

JAA: When the Summit opened its doors, 
staff were stretched to provide programming 
for the older “traditional” member and for 
the younger Boomer, as this required longer 
opening hours than at the city’s previous 
center. What has the Summit’s staff learned 
in the last 16 months about managing the 
demands of programming for all age groups?

LL: Active adults of all ages are open to 
programming. Several classes have been 
developed to teach older members how 
to “social network,” and the staff has also 
instituted “program centric” classes, where 
young and old merge. Instructors are sen-
sitive to assisting those who need more 
specialized training.

Located in a 172-acre regional park, the 56,000-sq.-ft. Summit at Central Park overlooks a lake and surrounding boardwalk. The center 
makes use of thousands of feet of outdoor space for additional amenities and programming
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Continued on page 52

The Summit at Central Park has hosted 
several musical concerts on its grounds since 
the venue’s official opening in June 2010

When the Summit opened, the oper-
ating budget was fairly tight, and the 
sizable facility was managed by eight 
full-time staff. This challenge was im-
mediately remedied by creating a vol-
unteer program, which has surpassed all 
expectations. Nearly 100 active adults 
participate in a myriad of program op-
portunities, including driving multi-
passenger carts, operating the Terrace 
Café, offering tours for prospective 
members, and a variety of other needed 
services.

JAA: How did you reach out and encour-
age a sense of ownership in adults “from 
ages 50 to 100” prior to the Summit’s 
opening? How do you encourage continued 
ownership and participation today?

LL: From the initiation of the project 
concept, the slogan, “This is your center,” 
was heavily utilized throughout our 
publications and community meetings. 

As soon as the Summit’s walls were up, 
tours of the space began in groups of 
15–25 and occurred on a daily basis dur-
ing construction. So people were able to 
visualize the rooms and space. Tour sizes 
increased the closer we got to comple-
tion, and a growing feeling of excite-
ment continued through to the grand 
opening. Some prospective members 
had purchased memberships six months 
prior to opening and received extra sav-
ings and “goody” bags of gifts.

What we have found is the facility “sells” 
itself. In addition, existing members 
are so excited that they become tour 
guides for their friends and relatives. 
Frequently heard during these tours are 
comments like: “Don’t you wish you had 
this kind of facility?” or “Isn’t this a wow 
building?”—and another favorite, “Wait 
until you see the pool area!”

JAA: How has the Summit grown or 
evolved since its opening? And how do you 
think the center will evolve in the years to 
come?

LL: The Summit is the model of the 
future. A senior center should not be 
the “old folks” place, but a place to be 
revived daily.

Program opportunities continue to ex-
pand. Organizations and professional 
associations that emphasize older popu-
lations want to be a part of the facility. 
And the staff continues to program 
activities from an inclusionary aspect, 
which eliminates the isolationism of dif-
ferent aging segments.

JAA: Have there been any unexpected 
challenges and/or opportunities in operat-
ing the Summit that have impacted what 
you offer or how you do things?

LL: The fitness area has been very popu-
lar, so the staff added more strength 
equipment. Also, we have experienced 
an increase in rentals, including wedding 
receptions, school reunions and anniver-

Providing a ‘new genera-
tion’ senior center: 
five key steps

1. Engage your population. Listen, 
involve, communicate and remain 
in contact.

2. Select a consultant firm that is 
willing to work as a team member 
with constant feedback with 

 staff.

3. Develop a holistic approach to 
programming your facility.

4. Develop your center in a com-
munity park rather than a stand-
alone facility. This provides addi-
tional opportunities to comingle 
programming and offer expanded 
recreation.

5. Focus attention on inclusionary 
activities.

sary parties. It has been challenging to 
determine time slots for rentals to avoid 
conflicts with existing programs, but the 
revenue stream has been a benefit.

Our more “traditional” members, who 
previously were involved in a single 
activity, have become involved in other 
programs, extending the hours that 
they remain at the Summit. This has en-
hanced the intergenerational bonding of 
members.

The commitment and support from our 
active-adult volunteers has significantly 
enhanced our facility, too. As mentioned 
previously, more than 100 volunteers are 
involved in a number of programs and 
activities.

JAA: How do you believe the Summit 
advances healthier, more vital aging in 
Grand Prairie?

LL: The Summit has become a one-
stop facility for fitness, recreation and 
social opportunities for active adults. 
An emphasis is placed on wellness pro-
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gramming. Members can purchase (for a 
small fee) a wellness key that automati-
cally retains their workout information, 
plus each member receives weekly up-
dates of their progress and important 
nutrition and fitness emails.

“Summit Success Stories” was initi-
ated by the staff to showcase and honor 
adults who have made significant ad-
vances in their physical abilities or med-
ical conditions. This popular program 
has continued to expand. Medical orga-
nizations and physicians contact us to 
offer presentations on different aspects 
of wellness for this program.

JAA: Finally, in a broader context, what 
does the Summit bring to the City of 
Grand Prairie and to the overall commu-
nity today?

LL: The Summit and its programs have 
made a difference to Grand Prairie 
economically. A number of adults now 
reaching or past retirement age have 
reconsidered thoughts to leave the city 
and retire in other areas because the fa-
cility is now available. 

In addition, the Summit anchors the 
initial phase of a multimillion-dollar 
regional park development at Central 
Park. As such, the center has set the 
design standard and level of quality for 
future development of an amphitheater, 
trail system, regional playground, and 
community recreation center with in-
door aquatics facility. The City of Grand 
Prairie is also investigating possible 
retail and housing opportunities within 
the Central Park site.

Most importantly, the Summit illus-
trates that Grand Prairie cares about its 

citizens. We recognize the value of our 
active-adult population as well as their 
changing needs.

The Journal on Active Aging thanks Linda 
Long, Tim Shinogle, Rick Herold and 
Danny Boykin, of the City of Grand Prairie, 
for their help with this article. For more in-
formation about Grand Prairie Parks and 
Recreation, visit www.grandfungp.com. 
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Among its features, the Summit at Central Park includes a covered terrace with grill, fireplace, patio tables and lounge furniture. 
Elements such as these allow members to spend more time outdoors and maximize their enjoyment of the facility’s natural setting
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Sarcopenia:    what it is 
 (and is not) 
 and how to 
 deal with it

Health conditions

Sarcopenia is a significant 
health issue in the older-
adult population, especially 
as people advance in years. 
Interventions can help 
mitigate losses associated 
with this condition

by Alexandra Williams, MA

Operational definition of sarcopenia—
Progressive decline in skeletal muscle mass 
… that may lead to decreased strength and 
functionality.1 From the Greek, meaning 
“flesh loss” or “poverty of flesh.”

Although many adults may not know 
the definition of sarcopenia, they cer-
tainly know its effects, as this loss of 
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Sarcopenia: what it is (and is not) and how to 
deal with it Continued from page 54

muscle function and strength can lead 
to a significantly decreased quality of 
life or even death. Falls and fractures, 
impaired mobility, decreased ability to 
perform tasks of daily living, and a loss 
of independence are all associated with 
sarcopenic declines.

Determining cause: age or 
lifestyle?
Long linked with the aging process, 
there is much evidence that sarcopenia 
could be a geriatric syndrome. Some of 
the other contributing factors could 
be early-life developmental influences, 
substandard diet, sedentary lifestyle, 
chronic diseases or even certain drug 
treatments. However, as the cause of sar-
copenia has not yet been fully identified, 
the discussion about whether it’s due to 
aging, or merely a correlative, is still on-
going. This is an important distinction. 
If sarcopenia is inevitable, the treatment 
(or lack of it) will have a different focus 
than if it’s simply correlated, and there-
fore possibly preventable.

Loss of muscle fibers begins with the loss 
of motor neurons as people age. These 
cells “control essential voluntary muscle 
activity such as speaking, walking, 
breathing, and swallowing,” explains 
the National Institute of Neurological 
Disorders and Stroke, one of America’s 
National Institutes of Health.2 When the 
motor neurons die, the muscle fibers die. 
As the motor unit fails, it may innervate 
(connect with) adjacent slow-twitch 
muscle fibers, which produce less force 
than fast twitch, are slower to contract, 
and are smaller. Balance and movement 
speed become impaired as this process 
occurs.

According to Roubenoff and Cas-
taneda,3 sarcopenia is “not a disease but 
rather refers specifically to the universal, 
involuntary decline in lean body mass 
that occurs with age … The loss of lean 
body mass reduces function, and loss of 
approximately 40% of lean body mass 
is fatal.” Roubenoff 4 further states that 
aging causes sarcopenia, and that costs 
in the United States are over US$18 bil-
lion per year. While some muscle mass 
declines are seen as early as the fourth 
or fifth decade, particularly in sedentary 
people, overt sarcopenia is seen in 5–10% 
of those in their 60s, and climbs to over 
50% in those over 80. Essentially, it ap-
pears that if you live long enough, you’ll 
develop it.

The good news is that sarcopenia can 
probably be both inevitable and 
mitigated. In studies by Fiatarone and 
colleagues published in 1990 and 1994, 
and later discussed by team member 
William Evans, PhD,5 a high-intensity 
resistance-training regimen resulted in 
“significant gains in strength and func-
tional status” for frail, older adults living 
in long-term care. This type of exercise 
“may minimize or reverse the syndrome 
of physical frailty,” Evans writes in his 
paper. 5 He adds that “there is no seg-
ment of the population that can benefit 
more from exercise training than [older 
adults].” 

Pressing challenges
Loss of muscle function and strength are 
not the only challenges. Some of the less 
obvious, yet insidious issues seen with 
sarcopenia in older people are dehydra-
tion, nutritional stress, rapid unintention-
al weight loss6 and loss of testosterone.7 

On the other end of the weight spectrum 
is obesity, which is one of the 2 great-
est epidemiological trends today (the 
other being an aging population).4 An 
important distinction to make is between 
muscle loss and weight loss—someone can 
appear healthy or of “normal” size, yet 
be obese and sarcopenic. This is referred 
to as sarcopenic obesity. A person with 
this diagnosis is at a double disadvan-
tage: Weakness increases due to the loss 
of muscle mass, while the need to carry 
greater weight increases from the excess 
fat. As Roubenoff puts it, “Ironically, 
although weight gain causes an increase 
in lean mass as well as fat mass, obesity 
in [older adults] acts synergistically with 
sarcopenia to maximize disability.”4 Vil-
lareal et al.8 determined that obese elders 
were as severely impacted as nonobese 
frail elders for functional performance, 
aerobic capacity, strength, balance and 
walking speed.

Besides these quality-of-life issues, being 
“skinny fat” has biological implications 
that create a negative cycle. As physi-
cal activity falls, its muscle-sustaining 
(trophic) effect diminishes. This loss 
of muscle reduces the mass of available 
insulin-responsive target tissue (which 
removes excess glucose in the blood-
stream and stabilizes blood sugar levels), 
thereby encouraging insulin resistance. 
The body’s less effective use of insulin, in 
turn, promotes obesity and the metabolic 
syndrome,4 a group of risk factors tied to 
heart disease, diabetes and stroke.9 Insu-
lin resistance also potentially has a direct 
destructive (catabolic) effect on muscle.4 
As the amount of fat increases, “mar-
bling”—the infiltration of fat into the 
muscle—occurs, lowering both muscular 
quality and work performance. In time 

Resources

Health Canada: Natural Health 
Products
www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/prod
natur/index-eng.php

US Department of Agriculture, 
National Agricultural Library, 
Food and Nutrition Information 
Center: Dietary Supplements: 
Resources for Professionals
www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/pubs/bibs/
gen/dietarysupplementsprofession
als.pdf

US Department of Health and Hu-
man Services, National Institutes 
of Health, National Center for 
Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine: Dietary and Herbal 
Supplements
www.nccam.nih.gov/health/
supplements
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the impact of changing muscle composi-
tion and declining muscle mass becomes 
more evident.

Stages and treatments
Although sarcopenia is categorized as 
either primary (age-related only, with no 
other cause evident) or secondary (one or 
more causes), this condition is not easy to 
characterize in older adults due to multi-
ple factors that may predispose individu-
als to develop it. Within these categories, 
however, there are 3 stages:1

•	 presarcopenia—decrease	in	muscle	
mass

•	 sarcopenia—decrease	in	muscle	mass,	
and muscle strength or performance

•	 severe	sarcopenia—decrease	in	
 muscle mass, muscle strength, and 
 performance

For active-aging professionals look-
ing for ways to help clients prevent or 
slow the decreased function and qual-
ity of life that occurs with sarcopenia, 
established options include exercise, 
supplementation and dietary modifica-
tions. [Ed. Professionals are encouraged 
to keep scope of practice in mind and 
refer clients when necessary, as well as 
to seek expert advice about the use of 
supplements. Please see the sidebar on 
this page.]

Exercise
Exercise is an obvious choice, espe-
cially strength training. More specifi-
cally, strength training that emphasizes 
growth in fast-twitch muscle fibers10—
and perhaps even power training.

In 2009, Rice and Keogh11 did a review 
to determine if power training was bet-
ter than standard strength training at 
improving functional performance in 
older adults. “Of the 12 eligible studies 
identified, 9 also included a strength-
training group,” the authors write. “Vir-
tually all studies reported significant 
increases in strength and power for the 
strength- and power-training groups. 

Significant improvements in functional 
performance were observed for the 
power-training groups in 10 of the 12 
studies, and in the strength-training 
group in 4 of the 9 studies. These re-
sults,” they state, “… suggest that power 
training may be more effective than 
strength training in this regard.”

Rice and Keogh go on to make practical 
application suggestions that include a 
preparatory conditioning phase of ap-
proximately 2 weeks in which “muscular 
strength and endurance as well as tech-
nique and confidence are emphasized.” 
They further suggest 2–3 weekly ses-
sions, with one to 2 sets of 10–12 
repetitions using moderately light 
loads (40–70% 1RM, or repetition 
maximum).

For the power-training phase, the au-
thors recommend a similar frequency, 
yet make an intriguing point about 
intent. “A variety of loads (i.e., 35–75% 
1RM) may be effectively used in the 
power phase, as long as the intention is 
to maximize the velocity of the concen-
tric [muscle-shortening] phase.” The 
number of recommended sets is one to 
3, with a fast (less than one second) con-
centric phase and a slower (2–3 second) 
eccentric, or muscle-lengthening, phase. 
The fact that intent to lift a heavy (for 
that person) weight activates the fast 
twitch fibers should motivate clients, as 
they will feel successful even if they can’t 
lift the weight. It’s also important for 
individuals to work on a stable surface 
as that will activate more muscle fibers 
than an unstable surface, plus engender 
trust in those concerned about balance 
and falls.

Dietary modifications
The most important dietary modifica-
tion, according to researchers, is to add 
more protein. In a study published in 
2010,12 Evans notes that an imbalance 
between the rate of muscle protein 

A note from the editor: 
supplementation and 
older adults

Given the profusion of herbal and 
dietary supplements promoted by 
the anti-aging industry, the range of 
claims (often unsubstantiated) that 
accompany them, and the lack of 
solid scientific research available on 
some supplements, the Journal on 
Active Aging® has generally avoided 
the topic of supplementation to date. 
Do supplements have a legitimate 
role in improving health and func-
tion in older adults? Absolutely. But 
which supplements and for what 
purposes, and with whom—and 
when might they cause harm? Some 
supplements, such as calcium and 
vitamin D, receive considerable at-
tention from researchers; others are 
hardly studied. There are so many 
unanswered questions. 

Recognizing there will be a range of 
knowledge on this topic among Jour-
nal readers—professionals who look 
to our publication for credible infor-
mation and advice—we have decided 
to publish this article’s section on 
supplementation as a possible start-
ing point for further investigation. 
As the author outlines, some studies 
suggest positive outcomes on muscle-
related factors in older adults with 
specific supplements. These findings 
offer a few building blocks for those 
readers who want to begin, or con-
tinue, to create clarity on this topic 
from a very confusing picture. We do 
not endorse the use of supplements 
without expert advice.

Jenifer Milner, Editor-in-Chief
Journal on Active Aging®
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synthesis and degradation leads to the 
loss of skeletal muscle protein. People 
need sufficient protein in their diets for 
muscle protein synthesis, and mainte-
nance of muscle mass and function, to 
occur. Symons et al.13 found that a mod-
erate 113-gram serving of lean beef (30 
grams protein) increased muscle protein 
synthesis by approximately 50% in both 
younger and older test participants. The 
researchers also discovered that more 
than 30 grams of protein in a single meal 
doesn’t further enhance the stimulation 
of muscle protein synthesis. Based on 
this information, the authors suggest 

advising clients to have 25–30 grams of 
protein with every meal.

At present, the Recommended Dietary 
Allowance (RDA) for protein in adults is 
0.8 grams per kilogram of body weight 
(g/kg bw) per day; there are no estab-
lished criteria specifically for older adults. 
This is the minimal level, however, and 
Paddon-Jones and Rasmussen14 propose 
1.0–1.5 g/kg bw per day. Some common 
sources of protein are Greek yogurt, 
cheese, peanut butter, eggs, almond but-
ter, hummus, and bean soup. Several sug-
gested foods with their protein counts are 
listed in Table 1 on this page.

1 ounce meat = 7 grams protein

8 ounces milk = 8 grams protein
1 slice of bread = 3 grams protein
1 egg = 7 grams protein
1 vegetable serving the size of the 
palm of the hand = 2 grams protein

Source: Robert Anding, MS, RD/LD, 
CDE, CSSD, director of sports nutrition, 
Texas Children’s Hospital, and national 
spokesperson, American Dietetic 
Association

Table 1. Suggested sources of protein

Supplementation
In an attempt to focus on the role of 
protein in preserving skeletal muscle 
in older adults, Paddon-Jones and Ras-
mussen14 note that at present 15–38% 
of men and 27–41% of women who are 
over age 60 eat less than 75% of the 
RDA for this nutrient. So getting older 
adults to increase their protein intake 
simply through diet may not be 
realistic.

With this in mind, the study authors 
suggest a combination of protein and 
supplements. One caveat: Clients should 
be cautioned not to substitute food with 
supplements, particularly because in 
some instances these products increase 
satiety and replace “voluntary ingestion 
of regular menu items.” And supple-
ments tend to cost more than food, 
which could be a major deterrent for 
anyone on a fixed income. (The efficacy 
of protein supplementation can also be 
limited for those with medical complica-
tions such as impaired kidney function 
or dysphagia [trouble swallowing].)

The first suggested supplement is leu-
cine, an amino acid. Per Paddon-Jones 
and Rasmussen,14 “… the addition of 
supplemental leucine to normal mixed 
nutrient meals may improve or normal-
ize muscle protein synthesis in aging 
muscle.” 

Sarcopenia: what it is (and is not) and how to 
deal with it Continued from page 57
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The next supplement is vitamin D. In 
1985, MacLaughlin and Holick15 pub-
lished an article that showed the capacity 
of human skin to produce vitamin D3 
decreased with age. Dehydration, already 
common in older adults, further affects 
the body’s ability to produce and synthe-
size sufficient vitamin D. Last year, Zhu 
and colleagues concluded that vitamin 
D supplementation was “observed to 
increase muscle function in those who 
were the weakest and slowest at baseline,” 
and should be given to people with insuf-
ficient or deficient muscle strength and 
mobility.16

The final supplement shown to be helpful 
for older adults is creatine, another amino 
acid. Studies by Chrusch et al.17 and Tar-
nopolsky et al.18 demonstrated significant 
increases in maximal strength following 
creatine supplementation combined with 
resistance training. Chrusch’s team as-
sessed 1RM for leg press, knee extension 
and bench press, and found that those 
who took creatine supplements had in-
creases in strength, endurance and power. 
Getting similar results, Tarnopolsky 
and colleagues confirmed that “a com-
bination of creatine monohydrate and 
conjugated linoleic acid can enhance 
some of the beneficial effects of 
training.”

Keep in mind that all the researchers rec-
ommended a combination of supplemen-
tation and exercise.

Implications for professionals
Depending on scope of practice and ex-
perience, professionals who work with 
older adults should explore combining 
interventions as a way to mitigate the 
effects of sarcopenia. For example, fitness 
specialists could team up with dietitians 
to create a diet and exercise plan. Or 
physical therapists might arrange with a 
local health club to assess body composi-
tion using an air displacement device, 
which would help separate clients with 
sarcopenic obesity from those with low 
body fat and weight. 

Sarcopenia is a significant health issue in 
the older-adult population, especially as 
people advance in years. Active-aging 
professionals can help clients prevent or 
slow declines in muscle mass, as well as 
enhance muscle function and strength, 
by developing interventions that best 
suit people’s needs, abilities and 
potential.

Alexandra Williams, MA, has been writ-
ing, teaching, speaking and editing in the 
fitness industry for over 25 years. Williams 
is currently employed at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara, in the Exercise 
Sports Studies and Recreation depart-
ment, and is the co-owner of Fun and Fit, 
a business that combines researched fitness 
advice with humor. She can be reached at 
info@funandfit.org.
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ICAA honors   
 eight innovative efforts 
 that advance active aging

ICAA Innovators

Cutting-edge programs, 
products and environments 
support healthier, more 
vital living for people ages 
50 and beyond—and send an 
important message

The International Council on Active 
Aging® (ICAA) began with an innova-
tive idea: Create an industry dedicated 
to better health, wellness and quality of 
life for adults over 50 by uniting profes-
sionals across sectors who also share this 
goal. Launched in 2001, ICAA today 
leads, connects and defines this indus-
try—the active-aging industry—made 
up of like-minded professionals and 
organizations that develop wellness 
facilities, programs and services for the 
older population. Active-aging devotees 
combine creativity, positive energy, and 
a passionate commitment to older-adult 
wellness to advance this movement. And 
by providing ongoing opportunities for 
clients to be more active and to learn, 
grow and participate in their communi-
ties, these professionals and organiza-
tions support the 50-plus population in 
living well.

To recognize creativity and excellence in 
active aging, and highlight cutting-edge 
efforts, ICAA established an awards 
program in 2003. Every year the ICAA 
Innovators Awards honor innovations 
that are leading the way, setting new 
standards and making a difference in the 
lives of older adults. Award-winners tar-
get any or all of the wellness dimensions 
promoted by the association—namely, 
social, emotional, vocational, spiritual, 
intellectual, physical and environmental 
wellness.

ICAA presents its annual awards in the 
following three categories: 

•	 ICAA Innovators Award, for well-
ness programs, travel services, health 
promotion and marketing campaigns, 
and education programs that have 
improved wellness for older adults;

•	 ICAA Innovative Solutions Award, 
for North America’s most creative 
wellness products and services for ac-
tive older adults; and

Continued on page 62
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•	 ICAA Green Award, for organiza-
tions that encourage environmental 
stewardship by creating and/or 
implementing eco-friendly products, 
services, processes, designs or pro-
grams in their communities.

The winners of the Ninth Annual ICAA 
Innovators Awards were announced this 
fall and crystal awards of recognition 
given to recipients at the ICAA Confer-
ence 2011 in early December. In-depth 
profiles of individual award-winners will 
appear in issues of the Journal on Active 
Aging® throughout 2012. Meanwhile, 
introductory snapshots are available on 
the following pages. 

“The 2011 ICAA Innovators are excel-
lent examples of the creative programs, 
products and environments generated 
in the active-aging industry to enhance 
health and well-being for age 50-plus 
adults,” comments Colin Milner, the 
association’s founder and CEO. “On 
behalf of ICAA, I congratulate everyone 
behind these efforts, and thank all those 
who entered this year’s awards competi-
tion.” ICAA learned about many excel-
lent programs, facilities and outreach for 
older adults, he adds, encouraging those 
who did not receive an award this year to 
submit an entry in 2012.

Efforts to support healthier, more vital 
aging send an important message, stress-
es Milner. “With the right support and 
environments, people can live as fully as 
possible throughout the life span—that’s 
important to know in a world that over-
whelmingly views population aging as a 
challenge. If people stop looking at older 
adults through a lens of decline and 
diminished value,” he says, “they will 
see the vast untapped potential of these 
individuals and realize that population 
aging is an opportunity as well.”

Online application forms for the 2012 
ICAA Innovators Awards will be avail-
able on the association website in late May 

ICAA honors eight innovative efforts that advance 
active aging Continued from page 60

for those interested in entering next year’s 
awards competition. To learn more about 
the Innovators awards program, call ICAA 
toll-free at 866-335-9777, or visit www.
icaa.cc/awardsprogram.htm.

Snapshots of the 2011 ICAA 
Innovators

ICAA Innovators Award 
Winners

Brain Health University
Senior Lifestyle Corporation
Chicago, Illinois

Founded in 1985, Senior Lifestyle Cor-
poration (SLC) develops, owns and op-
erates seniors housing to meet the needs 
of people at various economic and care 
levels in the United States. The Chicago, 
Illinois-based organization implements 
programs in its communities to help 
older adults enjoy healthier, more ful-
filling lives. These offerings include the 
newly launched Brain Health University 
(BHU). This program is based upon a 
previous SLC program, “Cerebral Cel-
ebration–Kick-off a community based 
brain healthy lifestyle,” which raised 
awareness that individuals “can and do 
participate in their own brain health 
and functioning,” says Terry Fay, cor-
porate director of resident programs. 
BHU is the organization’s next step. 
The program—a collaborative effort 
spread across 70 SLC communities in 
19 states—“provides residents with op-

portunities to learn, experience brain 
health activities and socialize, resulting 
in enhanced lives and a strong sense of 
personal well-being,” Fay explains.

With its 60-day schedule and cur-
riculum of 30 classes, BHU aims to im-
merse Senior Lifestyle residents in the 
brain-stimulating experience of novelty, 
variety and challenge. Courses parallel 
college credit classes, according to Fay. 
The program includes “class descrip-
tions, registering to complete the certifi-
cate, collecting class handouts …, overall 
participation, homework and, lastly, a 
formal graduation for all who attended 
their class loads, complete with a cer-
emony and diploma.” Noting that BHU 
“has been successful in all communities 
under the Senior Lifestyle umbrella,” Fay 
adds that “feedback from residents has 
been so positive that we are rolling out 
semester two in the spring of 2012.”

Taste of America
Asbury~Solomons Island
Solomons, Maryland

An affiliate of Asbury Communties 
in Germantown, Maryland, Asbury~ 
Solomons Island is a nonprofit con-
tinuing care retirement community 
located in Solomons, a popular week-
end getaway on the Patuxent River. 
Asbury~Solomons Island promises older 
adults “a lifestyle of choice and flexibil-
ity ….” on the 58-acre waterfront prop-
erty. “Here at Asbury~Solomons Island, 
we believe it is important to introduce 
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topics/events that allow our residents to 
continually have new experiences and to 
be lifelong learners,” states Dennis Po-
remski, the community’s wellness direc-
tor. “One of the ways we accomplished 
that this year was through our new series 
called ‘Taste of America.’”

According to Poremski, the Taste of 
America program involves picking a re-
gion of the United States and featuring 
that area through an experiential dining 
event. Participants experience a journey 
that includes “the tastes and smells of 
native cuisine, visual décor from the 
region, listening to the local music, and 
[immersing]  themselves in facts and history 

relating to the themed topic.” A New 
England clambake and a Southern bar-
beque are examples of past events.

Taste of America was “started as part 
of our community’s 15th Anniversary 
Celebration,” comments Poremski, who 
adds that residents have pleaded for the 
program to continue once the anniver-
sary is over. “It has been wonderful be-
cause …. [w]e have reached into corners 
of our community and engaged residents 
who we haven’t seen before,” he says. 
The program has “also aided in our de-
liberate campaign to incorporate fun, 
meaningful, multidimensional, cultural 
events into our … six dimensional well-
ness program.”

Live and Learn
The Mayflower
Winter Park, Florida

“The Mayflower Retirement Commu-
nity in Winter Park, Florida, has always 
embraced ‘continuing education’ …,” 
mentions Wellness Coordinator Elyse 
Baclar. Programs at the Central Florida 
continuing care retirement community 
have ranged from “a political ‘think 
tank’ to foreign language classes to an 
on-site chapter of Toastmasters,” Baclar 
says. Recently, however, The Mayflower 
formed a partnership with a nearby pri-
vate liberal arts school, Rollins College, 
with the goal of taking lifelong learning 
to the next level. Focusing on interac-
tive, intergenerational programming, 
the collaborators developed “a pilot 
‘enrichment series’ that was first imple-
mented in the spring of 2010 and con-

tinues to expand and thrive.” This series, 
called Live and Learn, “features relevant, 
hands-on learning experiences in small-
group sessions with no more than 12 
participants,” Baclar continues. Rollins 
faculty and staff teach these classes, 
which “cover subjects ranging from art, 
theater and writing, to history, physics 
and environmental sciences.”

The partners constantly assess the Live 
and Learn program, which has evolved 
over time based on what works, observes 
Mayflower Marketing Director (and 
Rollins alumna) Jana Ricci. The series, 
which launched with two four-hour 
workshops, now features 10 courses. 
And the curriculum is custom-tailored 
to meet the needs of both Mayflower 
residents and Rollins students.

Ricci believes that “the Rollins/
Mayflower partnership differs from 
other retirement community/university 
affiliations because of its focus on im-
mersion in the subject matter, interactiv-
ity and a small teacher-to-student ratio.” 
She adds, “This is truly an inclusive part-
nership intended to engage older adults 
in learning and it has totally revitalized 
our brain fitness initiative.”

Man Cave
Atria Woodbridge
Irvine, California

Headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky, 
Atria Senior Living owns and operates 
more than 125 communities in 27 US 

Criteria for the ICAA
Innovators Awards

The winners of the 2011 ICAA In-
novators Awards were selected based 
on the following five criteria:

Innovative. Is the program/initia-
tive/plan different than what is cur-
rently being done in the field? Or, 
does it take a standard procedure 
and add an interesting new angle?

Pervasive. Did the program/initia-
tive/plan expand into a comprehen-
sive approach that engaged an entire 
organization or community?

Ambitious. Does the program/
initiative/plan break new ground, 
achieve a stretch goal or represent 
a paradigm shift?

Measurable. Are there specific ac-
tions, numbers or other measures 
that demonstrate success?

Dazzling. Did the application con-
tain information that is so unique 
or powerful that the judges respond 
with great appreciation?
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states. Atria Woodbridge in Irvine, Cali-
fornia, offers independent and assisted 
living options for older adults, along 
with a commitment to providing resi-
dents with an environment that helps 
them thrive. Atria‘s Engage Life program 
supports that commitment with activi-
ties to help individuals continue to lead 
fulfilling lives. Interestingly, though, the 
most popular wellness program at Atria 
Woodbridge today began with a resi-
dent’s secret hobby, according to Jessica 
Houck, the community’s Engage Life 
director.

“When one thinks of a ‘wellness pro-
gram’ at a senior living community, the 
idea of a space where gentlemen get 
together to think, plan and create ev-
erything from model planes to robots 
does not typically come to mind,” says 
Houck. Yet, the Man Cave (as the pro-
gram is called) grew out of a resident’s 
efforts to enhance and overhaul the 
small, existing men’s club. In a spare 
room, this individual started craft proj-
ects, “including model planes, a horse 
racing game …, and motorized racing 
land yachts for everyone to enjoy.” Even-
tually, he invited others to participate—
“and that is how the Man Cave was 
born.” Residents create blueprints and 
project plans to develop working ma-
chines and new creations, with “the fin-
ished projects enjoyed by residents, staff 
and family alike,” Houck notes. Engage 
Life activities that include these com-
pleted projects become instant favorites, 
she adds, “drawing the community to-
gether and giving the residents hours of 
education and creativity in a fun, social 
atmosphere.”

Somerby Tail-Wagger Treats
Somerby Senior Living
Birmingham, Alabama

A wholly owned subsidiary of Dominion 
Partners, headquartered in Birmingham, 
Alabama, Somerby Senior Living seeks 
to inspire and nurture successful and 
active aging at all levels of care every 
day. In early summer 2011, Somerby 
launched an initiative initially intended 
to enhance wellness for its memory care 
residents. This program, called Somerby 
Tail-Wagger Treats, soon blossomed 
into something much bigger, attracting 
independent and assisted living resi-
dents who also wanted to participate. 
The Tail-Wagger Treats program brings 
together Somerby residents with local 
Boy Scouts of America troops and other 
local volunteer groups “to mix, mold and 
bake literally thousands of dog biscuits 
[which] they … distribute to the animals 
in local area shelters,” says Somerby’s 
vice president, Stovall Kendrick. The 
initial goal—to “make and bake 5,000 
dog biscuits” by year’s end—was quickly 
surpassed, he notes, with 10,000 biscuits 
achieved by mid-August.

Somerby residents from all care levels 
“work their minds by preparing the bis-
cuit recipe and by teaching the Scouts, 
volunteers, and each other elements of 
cooking,” explains Kendrick. These in-
dividuals work their bodies, he adds, as 
they create, bake and package the dog 
biscuits. They also enjoy the love and at-
tention shared with the animals—“both 
those they pet, play with, and feed at the 
Tail-Wagger Treats headquarters and 
those they can spend time with when 

they deliver their biscuits to the recipi-
ent animal shelters.” Participants in the 
Somerby Tail-Wagger Treats program 
also share a common purpose, accord-
ing to Kendrick, “buoyed in the spirit 
of giving back to the community while 
having fun.”

ICAA Green Award winners

Grand Lake Gardens
Oakland, California

Anthropologist Margaret Mead once 
said, “Never doubt that a small group 
of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the 
only thing that ever has.” In Oakland, 
California, the Grand Lake Gardens 
continuing care retirement community 
“is a shining example of a small group 
of committed older adults changing the 
world, and making it a little greener 
along the way,” says Executive Direc-
tor Adnan Hasan. Opened in the mid-
1960s, the American Baptist Homes of 
the West campus is home to just 90 older 
adults. But a community garden created 
in Grand Lake’s “Upper Acre” has pro-
vided more than 800 lbs. of fresh, local 
and organic produce since spring 2010, 
feeding 900 impoverished older adults 
weekly at the nearby St. Mary’s Center.

Members of Grand Lake’s Green Com-
mittee initiated this project when, both-
ered by the once-empty plot of land, 
they questioned how it could help feed 
Oakland’s hungry. There were many bar-
riers to the envisioned community gar-
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den, Hasan observes, including “already 
stretched” employees and a lack of funds 
to facilitate the effort, plus “a small area 
of hard pan dirt, … no way to haul soil, 
and nowhere to plant” the garden. Perse-
vering, the community overcame these 
obstacles with its “can-do” spirit.

Through a grant from Rebuilding To-
gether Oakland, a local affiliate of the 
national nonprofit that partners volun-
teers and donors with worthy projects, 
Grand Lake Gardens built its communi-
ty garden with assistance from the Pied-
mont Community Service Group. Grand 
Lake gardeners have now sustained the 
project through its second summer—“a 
measure of success all on its own,” ac-
cording to Hasan.

Timber Ridge at Talus
Issaquah, Washington

Situated at the base of Cougar Mountain 
in the Issaquah Alps and surrounded 
by evergreen forests, Timber Ridge at 
Talus is a Life Care Services community 
in Issaquah, Washington, a fast-growing 
suburb of Seattle. In 2008 Timber Ridge 
opened its doors as “the first LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmen-
tal Design) certified senior living com-
munity in the United States,” notes the 
community’s executive director, Scott 
Doherty. “Timber Ridge achieved Silver 
Certification based on a comprehensive 
New Construction Rating System mea-
suring sustainable site development, 
water efficiency, energy and atmosphere 
optimization, materials and resources, 

indoor environmental quality, and inno-
vation and design process,” he explains.

As part of its commitment to green ini-
tiatives, Timber Ridge has initiated a 
variety of green stewardship programs in 
the years since its opening. The commu-
nity continues to research additional ini-
tiatives “to operate more efficiently, ef-
fectively and, most importantly, sustain-
ably,” Doherty says. Current programs 
and projects include, among others, an 
eco-ware containers service that pro-
motes greener practices, reduces waste 
and saves an estimated US$30,000–
40,000 per year; a newspaper recycling 
system that supports a local nonprofit 
that helps people with disabilities work 
in their communities; a cardboard baler 
to assist in the recycling of a projected 
850–1,700 lbs. of cardboard weekly; 
and food waste and paper composting 
estimated to have diverted 55 tons of 
garbage from the local landfill. Doherty 
concludes, “The success of the programs 
can be measured environmentally, finan-
cially, through resident feedback, and 
improved operations.” 

ICAA Innovative Solutions 
Award winner

Step360 Pro
SPRI Products, Inc.
Libertyville, Illinois

SPRI Products, a GAIAM company, 
has distributed rubberized resistance 
exercise products, fitness accessories 

and exercise education programs for 
the health and fitness industry for 28 
years. Headquartered in Libertyville, 
Illinois, the company prides itself on 
what it calls “a tradition of innovative 
product designs that transform exercise.” 
The Step360 Pro is a recent addition to 
SPRI’s offerings. 

The Step 360, by SPRI, provides a gentle, 
flat-platform training surface atop two 
circular, air-filled chambers, which allow 
the platform to move. This movement 
challenges balance during exercise to en-
hance functional stability. For safety, the 
independent, inflatable chambers also 
allow for modification of the platform 
height and degree of balance challenge. 
A generously sized platform enables in-
dividuals to adopt a wider, more stable 
stance on the Step360 Pro, says Adam 
Zwyer, SPRI’s director of marketing and 
operations. The durable, nonslip surface 
further encourages user confidence 
when performing more demanding 
movements. “The platform’s contrasting 
color, texture and outer rim provide safe 
and proper foot placement while getting 
on and off,” Zwyer points out.

Among adults ages 65 and older, falls are 
both the leading cause of injury deaths 
and the most common cause of nonfatal 
injuries and hospital admissions, ac-
cording to the US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The Step360 
Pro’s “flat-surface 360-degree balance 
challenge prepares the body for [the] 
off-center neuromuscular reactivity so 
important for fall prevention,” Zwyer 
explains. The product “provides a train-
ing experience performed on a surface 
similar to … the ground-based surface 
upon which activities of daily living are 
performed, thus creating a high transfer-
ence of training benefit to movement of 
daily life.”
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Whole body 
vibration, part two:    what’s the most 
 effective protocol?

Research review

Discover what the scientific 
literature shows about the 
effectiveness of different 
whole-body vibration 
platforms and protocols on 
specific physical performance 
measures for aging well

by Joseph Signorile, PhD

This is the second installment of a 2-part 
article about whole body vibration in this 
year’s Journal on Active Aging®. Part one, 
published in the September/October is-
sue, examined findings related to physical 
performance factors that affect successful 
aging. In this issue, the author reviews 
findings related to various protocols.

For any exercise device or intervention 
to be effective, it must be used correctly. 
This may seem a simple concept, but its 
application can be difficult. It may also 
take years to develop all the questions 

concerning the most effective proto-
cols. Given the number of whole body 
vibration (WBV) devices, the available 
settings on each device, and the number 
of different exercises and patterns of 
training that you can use with WBV, the 
question should not be, What is the best 
protocol? Rather, we should be asking, 
What is the best protocol to improve a 
given parameter—strength, power, bal-
ance, etc.—in older adults and on what 
type of machine? (To learn more about 
whole body vibration itself and its im-
pact on physical performance factors, 
see the articles noted in the “Resources” 
sidebar on page 71.)

In addition, traditional training tech-
niques may be more effective in address-
ing some performance parameters, while 
WBV training may be more effective in 
improving others. An example is seen 
in the work of Raimundo, Gusi and 

Continued on page 68
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Tomas-Caru.42 In 2009, these researchers 
reported greater improvements in 4-m 
maximum walking speed and chair rise 
testing among participants as a result 
of 60 minutes of walking at 70–75% 
HRmax (maximum heart rate), while 
centrally pivoting WBV (one-minute 
1:1 work:recovery; 10–15 minutes) pro-
duced greater increases in power as mea-
sured by vertical jump. (Refer to the box 
on page 69 for a list of the three kinds of 
whole body vibration machines and the 
vibrations they provide.)

Trans and colleagues reported similar 
“split results” when examining the im-
pact of a stable WBV platform and a 
uniquely designed platform (featuring a 
balance board with a built-in vibratory 
system) on knee strength and proprio-
ception in women ages 60–70 years with 
knee osteoporosis. The same training 
protocols were used on both platforms, 

applying static lower-body exercise that 
progressed from six 30-second repeti-
tions at 25 Hz to nine 70-second repeti-
tions at 30 Hz. The work:recovery ratios 
for all training were 1:1. Training on 
the stable platform increased muscle 
strength, the researchers reported, while 
the balance board platform increased 
proprioception (the ability to sense the 
body’s position in space).43

So let’s look at what the scientific litera-
ture tells us so far about the effective-
ness of different platforms and proto-
cols on specific physical performance 
measures. 

Strength and power
Power is not only one of the most im-
portant factors dictating success in 
most sports, but also arguably the most 
important neuromuscular determinant 
of independence and falls prevention 

in older adults. Two studies from our 
laboratory at the University of Miami 
have examined the most effective pro-
tocol for improving power after a single 
bout of isometric squatting.12,13 Both 
studies used a triplanar WBV device. In 
the first, Bedient and her research group 
determined that a frequency of 30 Hz 
was most effective at improving power 
regardless of the amplitude setting. 
(Amplitude, within the WBV context, 
refers to how far the platform moves in a 
specific direction.) The results from Ad-
ams and her group supported the use of 
low frequencies (30–35 Hz) during low 
amplitude (2–4 mm) training, but sug-
gested that 50 Hz may be more effective 
during high amplitude (4–6 mm) train-
ing (see Figure 7 on this page).

Lamont et al. produced study results 
that support those of Adams. These 
indicated that triplanar WBV applied 
intermittently using 50 Hz at a displace-
ment of 4–6 mm produced higher verti-
cal jump performance than any other 
frequency at this displacement level.44 
In contrast, a similar study performed 
recently by Armstrong, Grinnell and 
Warren found no significant differences 
in vertical jump performance across the 
entire spectrum of frequency/displace-
ment combinations on the same tripla-
nar WBV platform.45 

An examination of the effects of eigh-
teen 20-minute sessions of vertical WBV 
training over a 6-week period showed 
that high-frequency/high-displacement 
(50 Hz, 4 mm) training led to greater 
improvements in power and selected 
strength measures than low-frequency/
low-displacement (30 Hz, 2 mm) or 
nonvibratory training.46 Using isometric 
squats on a vertically oscillating plat-
form, Turner and his colleagues14 also 
found the greatest improvements in 
vertical jump with high-frequency/high-
displacement (40 Hz, 8 mm) training.

Furness and Maschette4 examined the 
impact of WBV training frequency 
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(number of sessions per week) on neu-
romuscular performance in a sample 
of community-dwelling older adults, 
average age approximately 72 years. The 
researchers found that during a 6-week 
training protocol on a centrally pivoting 
WBV device (progressing from 15 to 25 
Hz at a reported displacement of 0.05 
mm), 2–3 sessions per week were more 
effective than one. They also discovered 
that WBV training was more effective 
than the same training without WBV.

Overall, the results indicate that pro-
gressive protocols that eventually result 
in a high-frequency, high-displacement 
overload appear to be the most effective 
method of increasing strength and pow-
er. The effectiveness of low-frequency, 
low-displacement training, however, 
argues in favor of using a progressive 
protocol that gradually increases fre-

quency and displacements across a 
training period, and incorporating these 
protocols into the recovery phase of 
periodized training programs. (Such 
programs alternate work and recovery 
periods in the training cycle.) Addition-
ally, the most effective protocols appear 
to use work cycles that range between 30 
and 60 seconds, have a similar recovery 
cycle length, and incorporate multiple 
sessions per week lasting 30 minutes to 
one hour including warm-up.

Balance
Controlled studies have found improve-
ments in balance, another key perfor-
mance factor, using vertical, centrally 
pivoting and triplanar plates. The stud-
ies producing positive results on vertical 
displacement plates typically incorpo-
rated frequencies between 12.5 and 26 
Hz with a 5–8 mm displacement.22,23 

These protocols also used 6 sets of 45–80 
seconds with a 1:1 work:recovery ratio. 
When WBV was provided on a centrally 
pivoting plate, successful interventions 
used frequencies from 10 to 26 Hz with 
displacements ranging 2–3 mm.47,48 The 
duration of exposure on the plates typi-
cally lasted 2–4 minutes and the training 
frequency was one to 3 days per week. 
Finally, those studies showing positive 
impacts with triplanar WBV used quite 
consistent protocols.49,50,51 Frequencies 
ranged 30–40 Hz and amplitudes nor-
mally progressed from 2 to 5 mm. Pro-
tocols employed one to 3 repetitions of 8 
lower-body exercises lasting 30–60 sec-
onds with equivalent recovery periods, 
although recoveries were reduced in 2 of 
the studies as participants progressed. 
Training occurred 2–3 times per week.

Bone density
Part one of this article, published in the 
last Journal on Active Aging®, presented 
a good deal of research supporting the 
positive impact of WBV on bone min-
eral content and bone mineral density 
(BMD), but what is the most effective 
WBV intervention? Von Stengel and 
colleagues52 examined the comparative 
effects over 12 months of three 15-min-
ute WBV training sessions per week 
on BMD in postmenopausal women, 
average age approximately 68 years. 
The training consisted of 5 static and 
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Three types of whole body 
vibration machines

Vertical displacement machines: 
up and down movement

Triplanar machines: up and down, 
forward and back, and side-to-side 
movement

Centrally pivoting machines: see-
saw, or teeter-totter, stimulus
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dynamic lower-body exercises, including 
squats, heel raise, leg abduction and hip 
flexion. Participants trained on a verti-
cal plate that vibrated at 35 Hz with a 
1.7 mm peak-to-peak displacement, as 
well as on a centrally pivoting plate that 
oscillated at 12.5 Hz with a 12 mm dis-
placement at the most distant position 
from the axis of rotation. Both groups 
showed significant increases in BMD in 
the lumbar spine (lower back) and femo-
ral neck (connecting thigh to hip), while 
a group that performed light exercise 
showed a loss and no change, respec-
tively. For the femoral neck, the relative 
BMD gain was more pronounced for 
the vertical displacement versus the 
centrally pivoting platform. In addition, 
multiple shorter-duration sessions ap-
peared more effective than longer ses-
sions since bone desensitizes to overload 
by approximately 40 cycles (see Figure 8 
on page 69).

Cardiovascular fitness
The impact of WBV on cardiovascular 
fitness is still largely unexplored, as 
shown in the first installment of this 
article. The only study to examine the 
effects of WBV on this performance 
factor produced positive results using 
a progressive training program. This 
program increased the duration of each 
exercise from 30 to 60 seconds, the fre-
quency from 30 to 40 Hz, and the ampli-
tude from 2–3 to 4–6 mm on a triplanar 
platform. Additionally, recovery times 
between exercises were progressively 
dropped from 60 through 15 seconds, 
while dynamic and static exercises were 
incorporated.3 

Body composition
What about the impact of WBV on 
body composition? Although stud-
ies have shown that WBV can increase 
oxygen consumption and caloric out-
put when added to an existing exercise 
program,26,27,28  only one training study 
demonstrated declines in percent body 
fat.29 For this study, Fjeldstad and col-
leagues used progressive triplanar WBV 

training, beginning at one set at 3 mm 
for 15 seconds (30 Hz) and increasing 
to 2 sets at 3 mm for 30 seconds (40 
Hz). A 15-second recovery was provided 
between sets. Exercises included static 
shoulder presses, wrist curls and dynam-
ic body-weight squats.

To maximize results, it appears that 
WBV can be coupled with added resis-
tance to further increase caloric output. 
In 2 separate studies, Rittweger et al.27,28 
demonstrated that during active squat-
ting on a centrally pivoting platform (26 
Hz, 7.5 mm), loading the individual at 
40% of lean body mass—or, alternative-
ly, with 40% body weight for men and 
35% for women—significantly increased 
the metabolic cost of WBV exercise over 
an unloaded condition (see Figure 9 on 
this page). Similar positive impacts of 
WBV on energy expenditure were re-
ported during dynamic squatting using 5 
sets at 10RM (approximately 77% 1RM, 

or repetition maximum) on a vertical 
force plate at 30 Hz and 4 mm displace-
ment. 26 Increasing squatting speed from 
4 or 6 seconds per cycle to 2 seconds per 
cycle also appears to significantly elevate 
energy expenditure during WBV on a 
vertical plate (30 Hz, 4 mm).53 Finally, 
much greater increases in oxygen con-
sumption are produced by applying the 
external loads at shoulder, rather than 
waist, level.27,54

Conclusions
As you can see by reading through this 
article, there are a number of factors to 
consider when you attempt to answer 
the question, What’s the best WBV 
training protocol? Some general recom-
mendations, however, do appear to be 
appropriate across all vibratory plates 
and goals. These include:

1. Multiple sets appear more effective 
than single sets.
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2. Durations of 30–60 seconds appear 
most effective on vertical and tripla-
nar plates, while somewhat longer 
durations (one to 4 minutes) are more 
frequently used on centrally pivoting 
plates.

3. A 1:1 work:recovery duty cycle ap-
pears most effective.

4. Multiple sessions (3–4 per week) 
 are more effective than single 
 sessions.
5. Just as with any training, intensity 

(frequency and displacement) and 
duration should gradually increase 
across the training period.

As to differences among protocols de-
pending on machines and goals, I offer 
the following conclusions:

1. Centrally pivoting platforms, as 
would be expected by the nature of 

the mechanism, feature lower fre-
quencies and higher displacements.

2. Balance training appears better ad-
dressed using lower frequencies than 
strength or power training.

3. Balance may also be better addressed 
using somewhat longer exposure 
times (45–80 seconds).

4. In contrast to balance, bone den-
sity appears better addressed using 
shorter, multiple cycles (15-minute 
sessions; approximately 40 cycles) 
to retain sensitivity to the vibratory 
stimulus.

5. Multidirectional stimuli should also 
be emphasized when training bone 
density.

6. For body composition, caloric output 
is increased most effectively by using 
external loading, progressing if pos-
sible to approximately 30–40% body 
weight at the shoulder area. In a pilot 
study from our laboratory, however, 
we found 20% of body weight equally 
effective and possibly safer for older 
clients.

7. Cardiovascular improvements are 
best addressed using intervals, which 
manipulate speed of movement, and 
work:recovery duty cycles.

While the recommendations and con-
clusions above represent our best infor-
mation to date, scientists and clinicians 
should continue to explore the most 
effective methods to target specific goals 
using different machines. Remember, we 
have been incorporating modalities such 
as resistance training and cardiovascular 
training arguably for centuries, yet we 
continue to increase our knowledge on 
the most effective use of these train-
ing tools. Whole body vibration is one 
of the more recent tools added to our 
“training toolbox.” Our understanding 
of its optimal utilization will also con-
tinue to increase for years to come.

Joseph Signorile, PhD, is a professor of 
exercise physiology at the University of 
Miami, Florida, and a research specialist 
at the Miami Veterans Administration 

Medical Center Geriatrics Research Cen-
ter. Signorile has been involved in research 
using exercise to address independence and 
falls prevention for over 15 years. He has 
more than 50 refereed manuscripts, and 
175 national and international scientific 
and 200 industry presentations. Signorile 
is also the author of the recently published 
book Bending the Aging Curve: The 
Complete Exercise Guide for Older 
Adults, available from Human Kinetics, 
www.humankinetics.com. 
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Ageism    hides in plain sight

Soapbox

In a society that still accepts 
ageism, denial takes many 
forms. It’s time to challenge 
this damaging bias against 
older adults and signal ‘the 
beginning of the end’ for 
ageist practices

by Kathy Sporre, CSA

I recently attended a Marketing and 
Membership Committee meeting for 
our senior center in Fergus Falls, Min-
nesota, that had on the agenda changing 
the center’s name to something age-
less—something without senior in it or 
any other word that might be viewed 
negatively by those ages 55 years and 
better. The premise for changing our 
name was that people known as Baby 
Boomers, born between 1946 and 1964, 
are simply not identifying with the word 
senior. We feel a name change is a strat-
egy we could use to attract the younger 
older adult, starting at age 55, and in-
crease our membership. It’s a strategy 
many centers across North America have 
already tackled.

At the meeting, I was somewhat in-
trigued when a committee member com-
mented that he had never heard the term 
ageism prior to this discussion. Merriam-
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary defines 
ageism as: “prejudice or discrimination 
against a particular age-group and esp. 
the elderly.”1 I believe the reason he had 

never heard of this word is that ageism 
is one of society’s last accepted “isms,” 
which is just beginning to be challenged. 
Unless people have been affected by age-
ism personally, such as in the job market 
by being told they are too old for a posi-
tion, most don’t see it, let alone see the 
harm in it. That’s because ageism has 
been entrenched and left unchallenged 
in our society for so long.

In fact, to challenge ageism can leave 
one open to comments like, “She’s lost 
her sense of humor.” This is probably 
one of the most commonly used defense 
mechanisms that ageism hides behind: 
humor. As William Thomas, MD, well-
known geriatrician, author and aging 
advocate, says in his video Elderhood 
Rising: The Dawn of a New World Age, “If 
you go around making jokes based on 
another person’s gender, that’s sexism. If 
you make jokes about another person’s 
race, that’s racism. But, if you joke about 
somebody’s age, that’s called situation 
comedy.”2

Defense mechanisms are forms of denial 
used to keep from confronting the truth. 
There is only one definition of denial—
refusal to admit the truth or reality—and 
many ways that it manifests itself includ-
ing, but not limited to, humor, global 
thinking, rationalization, minimizing, 
comparison, avoidance, distraction, 
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blaming and more. These forms of denial 
are intended to prevent people from 
confronting ageism. So, it’s a good idea 
that as we start to uncover, discover and 
discard the manifestations of ageism, we 
understand these defense mechanisms 
for what they are. Lies.

Forms of denial 
Tactics used to deny the existence of 
ageism can manifest themselves in sim-
ple forms or more complex façades. Let’s 
look at global thinking. That’s the ten-
dency for individuals who are told that 
what they just did—such as purchasing 
an “over-the-hill” birthday card—is age-
ist. They deny it by claiming, “Everyone 
buys those kinds of cards.” This is a 
tricky one, because ageist behavior has 
been accepted for so many years that, 
in fact, almost everyone does purchase 
those types of cards, especially for peo-
ple who reach decade birthdays. 

Despite the fact that purchasing these 
cards is accepted by society, it does not 
make this behavior less ageist. We all age 
differently, due in large part to our life-
styles. It is wrong to suggest that because 
people reach a decade birthday, they’re 
out of the game. So, remember, if some-
one tells you “everyone does it,” look a 
little closer at this global excuse for inap-
propriate behavior.

Rationalization is trying to justify 
unacceptable behavior such as ageism. 
When people rationalize doing or say-
ing something ageist, they may say, 
“I’m just joking. I didn’t mean to hurt 
anyone’s feelings.” Colin Milner, CEO of 
the International Council on Active Ag-
ing® (ICAA), believes “there is nothing 
funny about ageism. In fact, the impact 
of negative views of aging is simple, ac-
cording to a study led by Yale’s Becca 
Levy,”3 Milner says. “Older people can 
literally ‘think’ themselves into the grave 
7.6 years early by feeling ‘bad’ about get-
ting old.” So, the messages we send have 
a huge impact, and may do more than 
just hurt someone’s feelings.

Trying to make behaviors or conse-
quences appear smaller or less important 
than they are is called minimizing. A 
person, for example, may say to those 
who are discussing ageism, “There are 
more important issues to be dealt 
with regarding older adults. This is a 
trivial issue when you compare it to 
(whatever).”

Minimizing is a close cousin to another 
defense mechanism called compari-
son, which shifts the focus to another 
issue facing older adults—one that is 
more harmful or poses more imminent 
danger. More concisely, a person might 
say, “Ageism isn’t as bad as Alzheimer’s 
disease, so why all the worry?” The point 
here is seeing how, through compari-
son, the topic shifts from ageism to Al-
zheimer’s disease. This gets us nowhere 
in addressing ageism. It simply shifts the 
topic of conversation, resulting in a dead 
end to a real deliberation on ageism.

Avoidance does something similar. 
While it doesn’t compare ageism to 
something more terrible to deflect at-
tention away from the topic, avoidance 
is used to change the subject, ignore the 
subject, or manipulate the conversation 
to avoid talking about the subject. In 
Minnesota, our favorite expression to 
deflect attention focuses on the state 
baseball team—“How about those 
Twins?”

Distraction takes a little more stage 
presence than avoidance. This defense 
mechanism can be demonstrated by act-
ing like a clown to get everyone laugh-
ing, having angry outbursts meant to 
frighten or intimidate others, threaten-
ing, posturing, and behaving in other 
shocking ways. Distraction works. It 
shuts down conversation on ageism by 
upstaging everything going on around 
the behavior.

Finally, blaming shifts responsibility for 
the ageist behavior to other people—
often older adults themselves. For ex-

ample, a disgruntled employee may say, 
“If you waited on them every day, you’d 
understand why I call them cranky old 
geezers!” This statement implies that 
older adults deserve to be called ageist 
terms and bring these responses upon 
themselves.

These are just some of the forms of de-
nial I’ve run into when trying to have 
healthy deliberations on ageism. This 
brings me to another question: Why are 
people, especially the professionals who 
advocate for older adults, in such de-
nial of ageism? I can envision armies of 
people marching in protest if individuals 
from one of society’s protected groups 
were talked about in such a manner or 
marketed to with such ridiculous para-
phernalia. Seldom is there outrage when 
it comes to older adults.

Time for a change
Strangely enough, there still remains 
controversy over the very fact that age-
ism exists. Aging and wellness expert 
Kay Van Norman, owner of the con-
sulting firm Brilliant Aging, recalls a 
conversation she had about ageism with 
a lawyer who appeared to be in his 30s. 
He claimed that derogatory jokes about 
aging were not discriminatory because 
everyone ages, so no one is singled out. 
“Ageist jokes are discriminatory,” Van 
Norman argues, “because they ‘accuse’ 
individuals of belonging to a specific 
group of people—frail, older adults 
with physical or cognitive challenges.” 
She continues, “Our culture does not 
condone derogatory statements and 
stereotypes about young people with 
those same challenges—why does it con-
done and even celebrate those attitudes 
towards older adults?”

Let’s take a brief look at the world of 
people with disabilities. They have gone 
through a myriad of changes in the last 
century. Words such as sanitarium, 
asylum, imbecile, retarded and even 
handicapped—which were accepted in 
the 1930s and ’40s—have been replaced 
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with terms such as home-based commu-
nity services, supervised living services, 
people with disabilities, and consumers.

All the while too many in the aging 
world have clung to outdated terms and 
practices, such as senior, elderly, senior 
citizen, senior center (first opened in the 
1940s by the New York City Depart-
ment of Welfare4), and senior discounts. 
And they have continued the traditions 
of “black birthdays,” with all their in-
sulting gifts. Are these terms and prac-
tices relevant to society and people ages 
55 and better in 2011? 

We need to retire much of our terminol-
ogy and practices because of the stigma 
and negative stereotypes they perpetu-
ate. According to mature market strate-
gist and consultant Richard Ambrosius, 
“One of the most insidious elements 
of ageism is acceptance by many older 
adults … it is just the way things are. 
Others will say, being a ‘senior’ beats 
the alternative. Sadly,” Ambrosius adds, 
“acceptance of aging stereotypes as real-
ity can result in self-fulfilling prophe-
cies of aging and the body succumbs to 
what the mind has accepted as normal. 
The result, of course, can be premature 
memory loss, frailty and decline.”

A starting point
At Webster University in St. Louis, Mis-
souri, psychology professor Linda M. 
Woolf, PhD, has studied ageism, and 
states her theoretical basis for this phe-
nomenon. In her study, Woolf also dis-
cusses social breakdown syndrome, one 
potential outcome of internalized ageist 
attitudes in older adults. This is similar 
to the self-fulfilling prophecy Ambro-
sius speaks of above regarding the ac-
ceptance of negative attitudes about age 
and aging.

Woolf claims the societal influences 
that form her theoretical basis of age-
ism must be addressed for ageism to be 
obliterated in the United States. These 
are:5

•	 fear	of	death	in	Western	society	
(death is synonymous with old 

 age)
•	 emphasis	on	youth	culture	in	Ameri-

can society (marketing)
•	 emphasis	in	American	culture	on	pro-

ductivity (retirement being seen as 
unproductive)

•	 the	manner	in	which	aging	was	origi-
nally researched (in long-term care 
and nursing facilities, where individu-
als are often in ill health and stages of 
decline) 

In announcing ICAA’s Changing the Way 
We Age® Campaign earlier this year, CEO 
Colin Milner accurately identified the 
need to address ageism, which is especially 
prevalent in Western culture. “By chang-
ing views and expectations of aging, it is 
our view that society will not only manage 
population aging better, but also promote 
a new vision of aging,” said Milner. “In 
that sense, we are not just shifting percep-
tions; we are changing lives.”

This is our starting point. Our rallying cry 
that signals the beginning of the end to the 
accepted ageist practices hiding in plain 
sight in society today.

Kathy Sporre, CSA, has served as the direc-
tor of the Fergus Falls Senior Center for 
over 20 years. They are the first nationally 
accredited senior center in Minnesota, and 
winner of the Minnesota Nonprofit Excel-
lence Award. Sporre was appointed as a 
delegate to the National Institute of Senior 
Centers and cochaired a national task force 
that researched and reported on New Models 
of Senior Centers.
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Valle Verde 
commits  
 to better 
 the world 
 with its 
 Green 
 Footprint 
 program

ICAA Innovators

This progressive community 
for active, engaged older 
adults strives to be ‘a model, 
sustainable community’ 
through its award-winning 
green initiative

This is the eighth, and final, article in a 
series profiling the recipients of the 2010 
ICAA Innovators Awards. Launched by 
the International Council on Active Aging® 
(ICAA) in 2003, these awards recognize 
creativity and excellence in active aging, 
honoring innovations that are leading the 
way, setting new standards and making 
a difference in the lives of older adults. 
Offerings target any or all of the seven 
dimensions of wellness—namely, physical, 

Continued on page 80

At Valle Verde Retirement 
Community in Santa Barbara, 
California, replacing lawn area 
with a succulent garden allows 
for almost zero irrigation, while 
creating a visually interesting 
destination garden
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spiritual, intellectual, social, emotional, vo-
cational and environmental wellness. ICAA 
supports professionals who develop wellness 
facilities, programs and services for adults 
ages 50 and over.

Set in the foothills of Santa Barbara, 
California, Valle Verde is a nonprofit, 
continuing care retirement community 
owned and operated by American Baptist 
Homes of the West (ABHOW), a senior 
living provider based in Pleasanton. The 
Valle Verde living experience, according 
to the community’s website, emphasizes 
choice, individuality, a positive atmo-
sphere and a commitment to environ-
mental stewardship. Many improvements 
to the 60-acre campus have involved col-
laborative effort and innovative thinking 
about how to reduce the environmental 
impact on the community itself, as well as 
the world that surrounds it.

As an organization, “Valle Verde seeks to 
enhance the independence, well-being, 
and security of older adults through 
housing, healthcare, and supportive 
services,” comments Executive Director 
Tim Wetzel. The community looks be-

yond the provision of resident services, 
he adds, and attempts to effect positive 
changes within society as well.

Accordingly, Valle Verde—with over 350 
residents and 200 staff—“embarked on 
an ambitious path beginning in 2004 to 
become a model, sustainable community 
by reducing the campus’s carbon output 
through the launch of our Green Foot-
print program,” Wetzel explains. “This 
unique initiative reduces our impact on 
the surrounding environment by using 
new green-building techniques for re-
modeling homes, producing energy, re-
cycling waste, and reducing the amount 
of natural resources used. Our commit-
ment to better our world speaks directly 
to the success and lasting relationship 
Valle Verde has had in Santa Barbara for 
the last 45 years,” he continues. “It also 
speaks to the desire of everyone at Valle 
Verde to continue to be a good neighbor, 
provide valuable services for seniors, and 
engage the community in a dialogue of 
significant importance.”

Since 2004, Valle Verde’s environmental 
sustainability practices have won broad 

recognition and numerous awards. Hon-
ors include the International Council on 
Active Aging’s first-ever Green Award, 
a new category in the 2010 ICAA In-
novators Awards, presented to the 
community for its efforts to encourage 
stewardship.

To learn more about Valle Verde’s Green 
Footprint program, the Journal on Ac-
tive Aging® recently asked Wetzel and his 
colleague Jeffrey Krutzsch, director of 
operations, to outline the initiative’s ef-
forts and what they have meant for the 
community.

JAA: What would you say are the roots of 
Valle Verde’s commitment to environmen-
tal stewardship?

TW: Our longest running recycling 
and re-use program, called La Tienda, 
was founded by Valle Verde residents 
in 1980. La Tienda is a Valle Verde 
community-run thrift store that collects 
unneeded clothing, electronics, linen, 
furniture and general merchandise from 
residents and the community. After 
cleaning and refurbishing merchandise, 
the store provides residents and neigh-
bors with an on-campus, walkable op-
tion to purchase needed items, limiting 
the amount of waste that would other-
wise be discarded.

JAA: How did these stewardship efforts 
grow into Valle Verde’s Green Footprint 
program?

JK: Historically, Valle Verde has re-
served over 66% of our campus as green 
space, including an oak woodland pre-
serve. Our Green Footprint expanded on 
this desire to preserve the environment, 
when staff, residents, and community 
advisory board members came together 
to formally establish our program in 
2004. Ideas were contributed and a stra-
tegic goal was initiated to incorporate 
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(Left to right), Jeffrey Krutzsch and Tim Wetzel pose with Valle Verde’s ‘Campus Tram,’ an 
electric-plus-solar 10-passenger cart that shuttles residents around the 60-acre campus
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environmentally-friendly programs and 
ideas into all areas of daily operations. 
Efforts grow and evolve every year. In 
addition to this, our oak woodland pre-
serve was expanded from 4 acres to 9.8 
acres in 2011.

JAA: What are the Green Footprint areas 
of focus and key goals, and why?

TW: Our Green Footprint program 
focuses on energy, recycling, food, land-
scaping, transportation and green build-
ing. The overall goals are to:

•	 reduce	electricity	use	combined	with	
solar electricity generation

•	 decrease	campus	waste
•	 increase	recycling
•	 implement	green	landscaping	
 techniques
•	 use	local	farms	for	food
•	 encourage	staff	to	use	alternative	forms	

of transportation
•	 reduce	water	usage
•	 incorporate	green	building	techniques	

in all remodeling activities

A consistent theme behind our program 
is using less and caring more.

JAA: How is Valle Verde working to 
achieve these goals?

JK: We achieve our Green Footprint 
goals by implementing new steps annu-
ally and working to expand on what we 
have accomplished. For example, every 
year we expand our solar generation 
system, which has grown from 31,000 

watts a few years ago to 71,400 cur-
rently. We are also incorporating green 
building into all remodels in the form 
of solar water heaters with backup flash 
(on-demand) hot-water heaters. This is 
on top of the solar tubes and skylights 
for natural lighting, energy-efficient ap-
pliances, and T-12 fluorescent lighting 
included in our apartment remodels a 
few years ago.

JAA: How do you fund stewardship 
efforts?

JK: Each year a portion of our capital 
budget is allocated to sustaining and ex-
panding our Green Footprint program, 
and smaller green activities are funded 
by our operations budget. No resident 
rates are raised to fund the program. A 
wonderful benefit of the green initiative 
is that it not only results in quality-of-
life improvements for residents, staff and 
the surrounding community, but it also 
saves money [see below]. For many of 
our green efforts, we anticipate that the 
initial startup costs will be reimbursed 
within 10 years.

JAA: How has Valle Verde sought to 
engage residents in participating in the 
Green Footprint program? And what sort 
of response has there been?

JK: Residents have been very involved 
and interested in these improvements 
from the beginning, and many advise 
us on new techniques that are available. 
An example: At the request of residents, 
our kitchen eliminated Styrofoam and 
started providing compostable takeout 
containers and ceramic mugs for their 
use. Residents also contribute to our 
annual Eco-Faire, which spotlights our 
accomplishments and recognizes resi-
dents and staff that make our program 
successful.

JAA: In your view, what does a collabora-
tive approach bring to a green initiative in 
terms of sustaining support and increasing 
effectiveness?

Valle Verde commits  to better the world with its Green 
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Resources

To learn more about environmental 
wellness and sustainability, refer to 
the selection of articles on the topic 
in the “Articles archives” in the mem-
bers only section of the International 
Council on Active Aging website, 
www.icaa.cc.

Solar panels at Valle Verde currently generate 71,400 watts of electricity per year. The panels 
pictured here are located on the top of the community’s walkway covering, so they are both 
unobstructed from the sun and unnoticed by the casual observer
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TW: Valle Verde’s Green Footprint 
program is successful because it is a col-
laborative effort that gets residents, staff 
and board members involved in a bet-
ter future. By setting a clear mission of 
making long-lasting benefits in the areas 
of water consumption, waste reduction 
and air pollution, it allows everyone to 
work either individually or collectively 
to implement steps both great and small 
that have proven successful through 
economic benefits, local and national 
recognition, and idea-sharing with other 
communities.

JAA: Most initiatives encounter chal-
lenges. What challenges have you encoun-
tered with the Green Footprint program, 
and how have you addressed them?

JK: The main challenge that must be 
addressed is cost and the long-term re-
cuperation of initial expenses. This is the 
most challenging, because all of our ef-
forts are implemented by working with-
in our capital and operating budgets and 
not by raising the rates of our residents 
to cover the costs. Thus far we have 
been extremely effective at handling 
the cost challenges by reevaluating our 
plan each year and determining what is 
realistic based on the year’s budget. We 
are seeing recuperation of initial costs. 
Our Green Footprint program is saving 
us about $55,000 per year in electricity, 
$15,000 in gas, and $12,000 in water 
costs.

JAA: What would you say are the main 
benefits and opportunities of Valle Verde’s 
Green Footprint for the community, for 
the residents and for the community at 
large?

JK: Valle Verde’s Green Footprint pro-
gram benefits the community through 
lowering our greenhouse gas emissions, 
reducing traffic, and most importantly in 
this economy, by creating jobs through 
the use of local businesses as suppli-
ers. Valle Verde is contributing to the 
continuation and creation of local jobs 

in solar generation, alternative building 
materials and local agriculture. Our solar 
panels are made in the United States and 
installed by local companies. We also 
worked with our food supplier to change 
from out-of-state produce purchases 
to supporting local farms, and we now 
purchase up to 85% of the produce con-
sumed on campus from California.

JAA: In your view, how does Valle Verde’s 
Green Footprint advance active aging and 
multidimensional wellness specifically?

TW: All of Valle Verde’s efforts directly 
impact an extremely sensitive and vul-
nerable population—older adults. This 
means that residents who are the most 
vulnerable to environmental toxins and 
pollutants benefit daily from the com-
bined efforts of our Green Footprint 
program. These range from the reduced 
air pollution due to our alternative 
transportation programs, to the nutri-
tional benefits of fresher local food, to 
healthier building supplies in our Built 
Green home remodels. We believe these 
benefits aid those who are recovering 
from surgery, fighting off disease, or 
simply enjoying their retirement 
years.

JAA: Are there any final words of advice 
that you would like to offer readers of the 
Journal on Active Aging about making or 
expanding a commitment to environmen-
tal stewardship?

TW: Sometimes when looking at the 
big picture, environmental stewardship 
may seem overwhelming, but keep in 
mind that no step is too small. Allow 
residents/members and staff the abil-
ity to evaluate their everyday activities 
and offer suggestions on what they need 
in order to implement green practices, 
and then support them in making the 
changes. By implementing a friendly col-
laborative process, your community or 
center will evolve in an environmentally 
beneficial manner and ultimately your 
organization will become stronger.

The Journal on Active Aging thanks Tim 
Wetzel, Jeffrey Krutzsch and Toby Ayars 
for their help with this article. For further 
information about Valle Verde Retirement 
Community, visit www.valleverdesb.com. 

Images courtesy of Valle Verde 
Retirement Community

Building a successful 
environmental initiative: 
five key steps

1. Meet with your residents/mem-
bers and staff in the very begin-
ning to establish an overall vision 
and achievable goals. Gather ideas 
from individuals and departments 
on ways to implement change.

2. Create a budget and start small. 
Small successes can quickly grow 
into large accomplishments.

3. Establish an environmental com-
mittee made up of residents/

 members and staff.

4. Meet with local suppliers and dis-
cuss what is realistically achievable 
within your budget. Most suppli-
ers have their own green practices 
and will work to help you accom-
plish yours.

5. Set up an annual review with 
residents/members and staff to 
discuss what is working and what 
is not. Not all green practices 
work for every organization. Pick 
the ones that are suitable to your 
constituents, and then expand 
upon them. Building upon your 
strengths will make you a better 
and greener community or 

 organization.
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International Council on Active Aging® 
(ICAA) members gain access to companies 
interested in doing business with them, and 
in supporting the active-aging industry, 
through the ICAA’s Preferred Vendor Pro-
gram. The support of the following companies 
enables ICAA to provide members with 
programs and services. ICAA encourages its 
members to support these vendors in turn, 
and to take advantage of the additional 
savings they offer members on products and 
services.

Premier Preferred Vendors

Institute for Preventive Foot Health 
(IPFH)
PO	Box	362051
Birmingham	AL	35236
Toll-free:	877-777-4734
Fax:	205-982-7931
contact@ipfh.org
www.ipfh.org

Focusing	on	preventive	foot	health,	IPFH	
helps	individuals	achieve	more,	more	sig-
nificant	and	more	enthusiastic	participa-
tion	in	all	of	life’s	activities,	no	matter	what	
their	age—in	short,	to	enjoy	greater	quality	
of	life.

NuStep, Inc.
5111	Venture	Drive,	Suite	1
Ann	Arbor	MI	48108
Toll-free:	800-322-2209
Tel:	734-769-3939
Fax: 734-769-8180
info@nustep.com
www.nustep.com

At	NuStep,	Inc.,	customer	satisfaction	is	
our	highest	priority.	Our	customer	com-
mitment	and	quality	guides	us	in	delivering	
our	brand’s	core	promise:	assuring	users	the	
opportunity	for	life	transformation	with	
every	NuStep	experience.

THOR•LO, Inc.
2210	Newton	Drive
Statesville	NC	28677
Toll-free:	800-438-0286
Tel:	704-872-6522
Fax:	704-838-7006
rmende@thorlo.com
www.thorlo.com

THOR•LO	designs	and	manufactures	in-
novative	sock	products	for	active	living	and	
aging.	The	company	is	a	founding	sponsor	
of	the	Institute	for	Preventive	Foot	Health.

Preferred Vendors

ACCUSPLIT, Inc.
3090	Independence	Drive,	Suite	150
Livermore	CA	94551
Toll-free:	800-538-9750
Tel:	925-290-1900
Fax:	925-290-1930
www.accusplit.com

ACCUSPLIT	is	a	stopwatch	and	pedom-
eter	company	and	supplier	of	the	1996	
Olympic	games.	It	provides	sports	measur-
ing	devices	including	stopwatches,	pedom-
eters,	activity	wellness	programs	and	heart	
rate	monitors	for	all	athletic	and	research	
needs.

ACP – Accelerated Care Plus
4850	Joule	Street,	Suite	A-1
Reno	NV	89502
Toll-free:	800-350-1100
Tel:	775-685-4000
Fax:	800-350-1102
tonytaylor@acplus.com
www.acplus.com

ACP	is	a	leading	provider	of	Integrated	
Clinical	Programs	for	subacute	and	long-
term	care	rehabilitation	providers.	Our	
programs	expand	therapy	services	and	
introduce	effective	treatment	options	for	a	
broader	range	of	patients	and	conditions.

Active Aging and Wellness, LLC
3616	Deer	Oak	Circle
Oviedo	FL	32766
Tel:	407-765-2420
activeagingllc@gmail.com
www.activeagingandwellness.com

Trackmaster	is	owned/operated	by	the	
original	founding	family.	We	adhere	to	the	
principles	of	quality	and	service	that	have	
guided	us	for	over	33	years.	We	are	here	to	
serve	our	clients	and	deliver	quality.

AlterG, Inc.
48438	Milmont	Drive
Fremont	CA	94538
Toll-free:	888-Walk-On-Air
Tel:	510-270-5900
Fax:	510-225-9399
sales@alter-g.com
www.alter-g.com

With	its	revolutionary	unweighting	tech-
nology,	the	AlterG	Anti-Gravity	Treadmill	
is	reenergizing	rehabilitation.	Individuals	
gain	a	tool	to	help	recover	from	surgery	
and	injury	faster,	with	less	pain,	and	work	
toward	regaining	function.

American Council on Exercise
4851	Paramount	Drive
San	Diego	CA	92123
Toll-free:	800-825-3636
Tel:	858-576-6500
Fax:	858-576-6564
graham.melstrand@acefitness.org
www.acefitness.org
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The	American	Council	on	Exercise	(ACE)	
is	a	nonprofit	organization	dedicated	to	
promoting	the	benefits	of	physical	activity	
and	protecting	consumers	against	unsafe	
and	ineffective	fitness	products	and	
instruction.

BalanceGym, LLC
990	17th	Avenue	South
Naples	FL	34102
Toll-free:	888-522-BGYM	(2496)
Fax:	888-670-6791
info@thebalancegym.com
www.thebalancegym.com

The	BalanceGym	Exercise	and	Rehabilita-
tion	Station	is	designed	to	provide	standing	
support	for	people	engaged	in	group	or	
individual	weight-bearing	exercise,	stretch-
ing	and	rehabilitation	programs.

Ball Dynamics International, LLC
14215	Mead	Street
Longmont	CO	80504
Toll-free:	800-752-2255
Tel:	970-535-9090
Fax:	877-223-2962
orders@fitball.com
www.fitball.com

The	FitBALL	Active	Aging	product	line	
includes	professional-quality	tools	for	
strengthening	all	major	muscle	groups	
including	core	and	pelvic	floor	muscles.	
The	FitBALL	Active	Aging	category	also	
focuses	on	balance	training,	flexibility,	and	
Active	Sitting.

Biodex Medical Systems, Inc.
20	Ramsey	Road
Shirley	NY	11967
Toll-free:	800-224-6339
Tel:	631-924-9000
Fax:	631-924-9338
info@biodex.com
www.biodex.com/rehab

Every	wellness	facility	should	have	a	plan	
for	balance!	The	Biodex	Balance	System	
SD	is	used	for	senior	wellness,	fall	risk	
screening	and	conditioning,	and	as	the	
main	component	of	balance	and	mobility	
programs	globally.

COLLAGE, The Art & Science of 
Healthy Aging
Kendal Outreach, LLC
1107 East Baltimore Pike
Kennett Square PA 19348
Tel: 610-335-1283
Fax: 610-335-1288
info@collageaging.org
www.collageaging.org

COLLAGE is a consortium of aging ser-
vices organizations (including continuing 
care, moderate-rate, and subsidized hous-
ing/home/community-based agencies) 
using an evidence-based assessment tool 
and person-centered process to advance 
healthy aging and improve outcomes of 
older adults living independently.

Conductorcise, LLC
PO	Box	248
Bedford	Hills	NY	10507
Tel:	914-244-3803
Fax:	914-244-3878
info@conductorcise.com
www.conductorcise.com

Conductorcise	is	joyous	physical	exercise	
that	uses	the	magic	of	classical	music	to	
prompt	brain	and	physical	stimulation,	
engagement	and	cardio.	A	flexible,	fun	way	
to	improve	mind	and	body.	

Dial Corporation, A Henkel Company
19001	North	Scottsdale	Road
Scottsdale	AZ	85255
Toll-free:	800-253-3425
Tel:	480-754-6567
Fax:	480-754-2658	(attn.	John	Dolbeck)
john.dolbeck@henkel.com
www.dialprofessional.com

For	years,	facilities	have	known	and	trusted	
the	Dial	brand,	understanding	the	im-
portance	of	good	hygiene.	Products	are	
carefully	researched	for	effectiveness	and	
gentleness,	and	backed	by	the	Dial	name.

DINOFLEX–Recycled Rubber Surfaces
PO	Box	3309,	5590	46th	Avenue	SE
Salmon	Arm	BC	V1E	4S1	Canada
Toll-free:	877-713-1899
Tel:	250-832-7780
Fax:	250-832-7788
info@dinoflex.com
www.dinoflex.com

DINOFLEX	manufactures	recycled	rub-
ber	indoor	flooring	and	outdoor	surfac-
ing	products	designed	for	gyms,	libraries,	
decks,	patios,	walkways,	and	many	other	
applications.

Emergency Skills, Inc.
350	Seventh	Avenue,	Suite	505
New	York	NY	10001
Tel:	212-564-6833
Fax:	212-564-6793
sarahg@emergencyskills.com
www.emergencyskills.com/AED-Sales-
CPR-Training.html

Continued on page 86
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Founded	in	1977,	Emergency	Skills,	Inc.,	
offers	a	comprehensive	solution	to	medi-
cal	emergencies	with	Automated	External	
Defibrillator	(AED)	Programs,	including	
Philips	Heartstart	Defibrillators,	American	
Heart	Association	Training,	Municipal	
Compliance	and	E-tracking	for	supplies	
and	trainees.

Endless Pools, Inc.
1601	Dutton	Mill	Road
Aston	PA	19014
Toll-free:	800-233-0741
Tel:	610-497-8676
Fax:	610-497-9328
commercial@endlesspools.com
www.endlesspools.com/commercial

Endless	Pools’	success	results	from	our	
commitment	to	customer	satisfaction.	
With	over	100	qualified	architects,	design-
ers,	engineers	and	customer	service	profes-
sionals,	we	will	help	you	plan,	install	and	
maintain	the	perfect	pool	for	your	needs.

Exerbotics, LLC
PO	Box	521125
Tulsa	OK	74152
Toll-free:	800-870-6933
Fax:	800-985-9608
sales@exerbotics.com
www.exerbotics.com

Exerbotics	aims	to	advance	the	science	of	
strength	training	and	muscle	rehabilitation.	
Our	isokinetic	technology	enables	both	
concentric	and	eccentric	training,	safely	
eliminating	the	use	of	weight	stacks	or	free	
weights	for	skeletal	muscle	development.

Exerstrider Products, Inc.
PO	Box	6714
Madison	WI	53716-0714
Toll-free:	888-285-7392
Tel:	608-223-9321
Fax:	608-223-9320
seniorprograms@exerstrider.com
www.exerstrider.com

Developed	by	pole	walking	pioneer	and	
fitness	authority	Tom	Rutlin,	Exerstrider	
fitness	walking	poles	allow	walkers	of	any	
age	or	ability	to	turn	walking	into	a	total	
fitness/total	body	exercise.

Foot Solutions, Inc.
2359	Windy	Hill	Road,	Suite	400
Marietta	GA	30067
Toll-free:	866-338-2597
Tel:	888-FIT-FOOT	(348-3668)
(National	Store	Locator)
Fax:	770-953-6270
contact@footsolutions.com
www.footsolutions.com

Foot	problems	become	common	with	age.	
Foot	Solution’s	Custom	Inserts,	Comfort	
Footwear,	and	Balance	Walking	program	
will	support	your	clients’	active	lifestyle.	
Foot	Solutions—for	better	health	through	
your	feet.

FreeMotion Fitness
1500	South	1000	West
Logan	UT	84321
Toll-free:	800-993-3102
Tel:	435-786-2900
Fax:	435-786-2781
sales@freemotionfitness.com
www.freemotionfitness.com

FreeMotion	Fitness	offers	solutions	with	
FreeMotion,	a	full	circuit	of	integrated	
functional	training	equipment,	FreeMotion	
Cardio	and	FreeMotion	EPIC	equipment.	
FreeMotion	Fitness	also	provides	studio	
solutions	with	Studios	Made	Simple.

GE Healthcare Lunar
3030	Ohmeda	Drive
Madison	WI	53718
Toll-free:	888-795-8627
Tel:	608-221-1551
Fax:	608-223-2482
christopher.motika@ge.com
www.gehealthcare.com

GE	Healthcare	Lunar	is	dedicated	to	de-
veloping	some	of	the	most	productive	and	
accurate	body	composition	and	bone	den-
sity	assessment	systems	that	are	convenient,	
portable,	and	easy	to	use.

Greenfields Outdoor Fitness, Inc.
2625	South	Orange	Avenue
Santa	Ana	CA	92707
Toll-free:	888-315-9037
Fax:	866-308-9719
info@greenfieldsfitness.com
www.greenfieldsfitness.com

By	providing	distinctive	and	well-planned	
outdoor	fitness	settings	that	are	accessible	
for	active	older	adults,	Greenfields	offers	
several	levels	of	activities	that	are	both	
physical	and	social	in	nature,	including	
strength,	cardio	and	flexibility	training.

HealthCare International, Inc.
PO	Box	1509
Langley	WA	98260
Toll-free:	800-398-9121
Tel:	360-321-7090
Fax:	360-321-7091
sales@hcifitness.com
www.hcifitness.com
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At HealthCare International, our goal is to 
provide high-quality and affordable prod-
ucts for health, wellness, fitness and active 
aging. Our products include the Physio-
Step Recumbent Elliptical, PhysioTrainer 
UBE, H2O Fitness, Monark Ergometers 
and h/p/cosmos Treadmills.

Healthways
1445 South Spectrum Boulevard, 
Suite 100
Chandler AZ 85286
Toll-free: 888-423-4632
www.silversneakers.com

SilverSneakers, a product of Healthways, 
is an evidence-based program, proven to 
reduce healthcare costs through a unique 
blend of fitness, fun and friends.

HUR Health and Fitness Equipment
3019 Commercial Avenue
Northbrook IL 60062
Toll-free: 866-729-2636
Tel: 847-729-2636
Fax: 847-509-4500
sales@hurusa.com
www.hurusa.com

HUR, a leader in falls prevention and 
incontinence, offers computerized balance 
testing and training systems, strength train-
ing equipment for older adults and physical 
therapy, and specialty wheelchair accessible 
strength machines. 

HydroWorx
1420 Stoneridge Drive
Middletown PA 17057
Toll-free: 800-753-9633
Tel: 717-902-1923
Fax: 717-902-1933
corporate@hydroworx.com
www.hydroworx.com

HydroWorx, a premier manufacturer of 
aquatic rehabilitation, fitness and wellness 
products, offers innovation in every pool 
with fully adjustable floor, underwater 
treadmill and options to fit every applica-
tion and budget.

Interactive Health Partner
785 West 1700 South, Suite 1
Salt Lake City UT 84104
Toll-free: 877-654-3837
Tel: 801-973-9993, Option 3
Fax: 801-973-9923
dallen@interactivehealthpartner.com
www.interactivehealthpartner.com

The Interactive Health Partner Wellness 
Program addresses fall prevention with as-
sessments, outcomes tracking and exercise 
prescription in an easy-to-use, comprehen-
sive online system.

It’s Never 2 Late
7330 South Alton Way, Suite O
Centennial CO 80112
Tel: 303-806-0797
Fax: 303-789-1533
info@in2l.com
www.in2l.com

It’s Never 2 Late builds computers resi-
dents enjoy. Intuitive systems empower in-
dividuals to connect, engage and enjoy life 
with dignity through the benefits of today’s 
technology for therapy and activity use.

Life Fitness
5100 River Road
Schiller Park IL 60176
Toll-free: 800-634-8637
Tel: 847-288-3300
Fax: 847-288-3796
chad.cochran@lifefitness.com
www.lifefitness.com

Life Fitness offers an extensive selection 
of cardio and strength-training products. 
From designing floor plans to offering flex-
ible financing solutions, we make it easy to 
create a perfect solution.

LifeConnect
5700 Old Orchard Road, Suite 100
Skokie IL 60077
Toll-free: 877-270-4954
Tel: 773-878-4491
Fax: 773-878-5289
thrive@lifeconnectprofile.org
www.lifeconnectprofile.org 

LifeConnect provides software and sup-
port to optimize whole-person wellness 
within senior living communities. In part-
nership with LifeConnect, communities 
and residents are empowered to thrive and 
flourish.

LifeSupport Medical
133 South Church Street
Las Cruces NM 88001
Toll-free: 866-572-3274
Tel: 575-522-4046
Fax: 575-993-5319
lsmsupport@lifesupportmedical.com
www.lifesupportmedical.com
 
LifeSupport Medical delivers a team with 
over 100 years of combined experience in 
safety and security to deliver an exceptional 
customer experience.

Continued on page 88
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LifeTrail Advanced Wellness System by 
Playworld Systems
1000	Buffalo	Road
Lewisburg	PA	17837-9795
Toll-free:	800-233-8404
Tel:	570-522-9800
Fax:	570-522-3030
info@playworldsystems.com
www.playworldsystems.com

Based	on	functional	fitness,	LifeTrail	Ad-
vanced	Wellness	System	has	been	specifi-
cally	developed	for	adults	65	and	over.	It	
features	21	activities,	100-plus	exercises,	
and	is	customizable	to	fit	your	needs.

Masterpiece Living
11360	North	Jog	Road,	Suite	102
Palm	Beach	Gardens	FL	33418
Tel:	561-624-8797
Fax:	561-624-8037
info@mymasterpieceliving.com
www.mymasterpieceliving.com

Masterpiece	Living	partners	with	commu-
nities	to	maximize	successful	aging	by	pro-
viding	exclusive	tools	necessary	to	nourish	
and	stimulate	lifestyle	environments	where	
older	adults	continue	to	grow	physically,	
intellectually,	socially	and	spiritually.

Matrix Fitness
1610	Landmark	Drive
Cottage	Grove	WI	53527
Toll-free:	866-693-4863
Tel:	608-839-1240
Fax:	608-839-8687
info@matrixfitness.com
www.matrixfitness.com

Matrix	Fitness	Systems	is	the	commercial	
division	of	Johnson	Health	Tech	Co.	Ltd.,	
a	leading	fitness	equipment	manufacturer.	
Matrix	delivers	durable	commercial	fitness	
products,	with	low	total	cost	of	ownership.

Med-Fit Systems, Inc./Manufacturer of
Nautilus Commercial Fitness Equipment
543	East	Alvarado	Road
Fallbrook	CA	92028
Toll-free:	800-831-7665
Tel:	760-451-3445
Fax:	760-451-8995
medfit@aol.com
www.medfitsystems.com

Med-Fit	Systems,	Inc.,	is	a	23-year-old	
physical	therapy	and	senior	care	products	
provider.	We	supply	strength	and	cardio-
vascular	equipment,	balance	products	and	
programming	that	are	effective	and	safe	for	
this	market.

MERIT Property Management
1	Polaris	Way,	Suite	100
Aliso	Viejo	CA	92656
Toll-free:	800-428-5588
Tel:	949-448-6155
Fax:	949-448-6505
sdegrassi@meritpm.com
www.meritpm.com

For	over	30	years	MERIT	Property	Man-
agement	has	been	an	industry	leading	pro-
vider	of	professional	community	associa-
tion	services	specializing	in	management	of	
active	adult	communities	and	active	adult	
lifestyle	programming.

Morrison Management Specialists
5801	Peachtree	Dunwoody	Road	NE
Atlanta	GA	30342
Toll-free:	800-225-4368
Tel:	404-845-3330
Fax:	404-845-3333
andreawoods-flennoy@iammorrison.com
www.iammorrison.com

Morrison	specializes	in	the	senior	living	
industry,	providing	exceptional	hospitality	
experiences	across	the	United	States.	The	
company’s	vision	is	simple:	Great	people	
will	deliver	great	service	and	great	results.

Motionsoft
8701	Georgia	Avenue,	Suite	200
Silver	Spring	MD	20910
Toll-free:	800-829-4321
Tel:	301-495-2370
Fax:	301-495-2373
hossein@motionsoft.net
www.motionsoft.net

Motionsoft	provides	fully	integrated	facility	
management	software,	billing	solutions	and	
HRA,	screening	and	assessment	tools.	Our	
team	of	implementation	experts	makes	the	
transition	easy,	and	our	software	is	easy	to	
learn	and	easy	to	use.

NeuroCom, a Division of Natus
9570	SE	Lawnfield	Road
Clackamas	OR	97015
Toll-free:	800-767-6744
Tel:	503-653-2144
Fax:	503-653-1991
ncmadmin@natus.com
www.onbalance.com

Founded	in	1984,	NeuroCom	develops	
computerized	systems	for	the	assessment	
and	treatment	of	acute	and	chronic	balance	
and	mobility	disorders,	and	offers	products	
in	a	broad	spectrum	of	medical	disciplines.

Performance Health
1245	Home	Avenue
Akron	OH	44310
Toll-free:	800-321-2135
Tel:	330-633-8460
Fax:	330-633-9359
information@thera-band.com
www.performancehealth.com
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Featuring	leading	brands	like	Thera-Band	
and	Biofreeze,	Performance	Health	offers	a	
portfolio	of	products	for	the	therapy,	reha-
bilitation	and	wellness	markets.	In	addition	
to	products,	Performance	Health	provides	
evidence-based	protocols,	education	and	
pain	management	solutions.

Power Plate
17900	Von	Karman	Avenue,	Suite	125
Irvine	CA	92614
Toll-free:	877-877-5283
Tel:	949-863-1737
Fax:	949-863-1216
info@powerplate.com
www.powerplate.com

Power	Plate	technology	provides	one	of	
the	most	efficient	total-body	workouts.	
Benefits	include	increased	strength,	muscle	
tone,	flexibility,	bone	density	and	range	of	
motion,	as	well	as	improved	blood	circula-
tion	and	lymphatic	system	activation.

Power Systems
PO	Box	51030
Knoxville	TN	37950-1030
Toll-free:	800-321-6975
Tel:	865-769-8223
Fax:	800-298-2057
customerservice@power-systems.com
www.powersystems.com

Power	Systems	is	a	leading	supplier	of	
fitness	and	sports	performance	training	
equipment.	We	offer	over	2,400	innova-
tive	products	and	training	solutions,	plus	
award-winning	customer	service,	for	cus-
tomers	such	as	health	clubs	and	universi-
ties,	among	others.

Precor, Inc.
20031	142nd	Avenue	NE
Woodinville	WA	98072
Toll-free:	800-786-8404
Tel:	425-486-9292
Fax:	425-482-3888
commsls@precor.com
www.precor.com

Precor,	a	leading	brand	in	fitness,	offers	car-
dio,	strength	and	entertainment	equipment	
that	helps	users	live	beyond	their	limits.	
Precor	equipment	is	simple	to	operate	and	
offers	a	smooth,	fluid	experience.

ReGear Life Sciences, Inc. 
2000 Cliff Mine Road, Suite 450
Pittsburgh PA 15275
Toll-free: 888-573-4327
Tel: 412-446-1440
Fax: 412-446-1450
info@regearlife.com
www.regearlife.com

ReGear Life Sciences manufactures a 
portable diathermy system that weighs 
just under four lbs. The company’s flag-
ship product, ReBound, delivers deep 
tissue therapeutic heating through a pat-
ented system of comfortable anatomi-
cally specific garments.

SCIFIT
5151	South	110	East	Avenue
Tulsa	OK	74146
Toll-free:	800-278-3933
Tel:	918-359-2000
Fax:	918-359-2012
info@scifit.com
www.scifit.com

SCIFIT	offers	an	extensive	range	of	
comfortable,	safe,	age-friendly	cardio	and	
strength	equipment.	SCIFIT	equipment	
and	programs	provide	opportunities	for	
people	of	all	ages	to	stay	active.

Sit Strong Systems
2220	Highway	70	East
Hickory	NC	28602
Tel:	828-324-6144
Fax:	828-324-4703
david@hickorypark.com
www.sitstrongsystems.com

Sit	Strong	Systems	is	a	2-in-1	product:	
strength	training	hidden	in	a	quality	and	
comfortable	piece	of	furniture.	Our	chair	
does	not	take	up	extra	space	and	never	has	
to	be	put	away.

S.R. Smith
1017	SW	Berg	Parkway
Canby	OR	97013
Toll-free:	800-824-4387
Tel:	503-266-2231
Fax	503-266-4334
info@srsmith.com
www.poollifts.com

S.R.	Smith	is	a	leader	in	swimming	pool	
deck	equipment	and	offers	an	array	of	
products,	including	accessibility	equip-
ment,	for	residential	swimming	pools	and	
commercial	aquatic	facilities	worldwide.

SPRI Products
1769	Northwind	Boulevard
Libertyville	IL	60048
Toll-free:	800-222-7774
Tel:	847-680-7774
Fax:	303-648-5418
customerservice@spri.com
www.spri.com

Continued on page 90
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SPRI	helps	people	enjoy	a	healthier,	hap-
pier,	active	lifestyle.	SPRI	offers	simple,	
effective	exercise	products	for	all	fitness	
levels.	Exclusive	15%	discount	for	all	
ICAA	members/subscribers	(refer	to	code:	
ICAADISCOUNT).

Technogym USA
830	Fourth	Avenue	South,	Suite	300
Seattle	WA	98134
Toll-free:	800-804-0952
Tel:	206-623-1488
Fax:	206-623-1898
info@technogymusa.com
www.technogym.com/us

At	Technogym,	The	Wellness	Company,	
we	create,	design	and	manufacture	innova-
tive	solutions	to	foster	the	physical	and	
psychological	well-being	of	people,	and	
enhance	quality	of	life	through	physical	
activity.

WaterFit
c/o	Desert	Southwest	Fitness
602	East	Roger	Road
Tucson	AZ	85705
Toll-free:	800-873-6759
Tel:	520-292-0011
Fax:	520-292-0066
tish@dswfitness.com
www.dswfitness.com

WaterFit	offers	educational	courses	(via	
correspondence	or	on-site	workshops)	
based	on	current	health	and	medical	fitness	
science	and	practice.	WaterFit	also	supplies	
equipment	for	water	exercise	comfort,	pro-
gression	and	safety.

Xccent Fitness
5240	257th	Street
Wyoming	MN	55092
Toll-free:	800-933-4748
Tel:	651-462-9200
Fax:	651-462-9299
info@xccentfitness.com
www.xccentfitness.com

Xccent	is	an	outdoor	fitness	equipment	
manufacturer	with	product	focus	on	adult	
flexibility,	muscle-strengthening,	cardio	
and	overall	mobility—all	in	the	great	out-
doors.	Local	fitness	consultants	in	all	50	
states,	and	throughout	North	and	South	
America.

New Preferred Vendors

ActiveRx Rehabilitation
Corporate	Office
1490	South	Price	Road,	Suite	304
Chandler	AZ	85286
Tel:	480-840-1460
Fax:	888-665-2512
mdessex@activerx.com
www.activerx.com

ActiveRx	delivers	wellness-oriented	reha-
bilitation	services	through	physical	therapy,	
medically	supervised	exercise	and	fall	pre-
vention	programs	that	focus	on	building	
strength,	enhancing	function	and	promot-
ing	lifelong	active	aging.	All	services	are	
evidence-based,	best	practice	approaches.

Aegis Therapies
7160	Dallas	Parkway,	Suite	400
Plano	TX	75024
Toll-free:	877-823-8375
brian.boekhout@aegistherapies.com
www.aegistherapies.com

Aegis	Therapies	provides	skilled	therapy	
and	wellness	services	across	the	United	
States.	EnerG	by	Aegis	provides	a	mul-
tidimensional	approach	to	wellness	that	
produces	both	improved	clinical	outcomes	
for	participants	and	improved	operational	
success	for	organizations.	

Intel-GE Care Innovations
3721	Douglas	Boulevard,	Suite	100	
Roseville	CA	95661
Toll-free:	800-450-0970
Tel:	855-885-CARE	(2273)
Fax:	916-772-3137
seniorliving@careinnovations.com
www.careinnovations.com

Care	Innovations	creates	technology-based	
solutions	to	give	people	confidence	to	
live	independently,	wherever	they	are.	We	
deliver	products	and	services	to	support	
current	and	future	care	models	in	disease	
management,	independent	living	and	assis-
tive	technologies.

JumpSport, Inc.
2055	South	7th	Street,	Suite	A
San	Jose	CA	95112-6011
Toll-free:	877-507-1399
Tel:	408-213-2551
Fax:	408-213-2930
info@fitnesstrampoline.com	
www.fitnesstrampoline.com

JumpSport	products	combine	innova-
tion,	safety,	quality	and	fun.	Our	Fitness	
Trampolines	develop	balance,	stamina	and	
strength,	while	promoting	cardio	health	
and	weight	loss.	Patented	low-impact	elas-
tic	suspension	reduces	stress	on	the	joints	
and	back.
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NeoCORTA
706	7th	Street	NE
Washington	DC	20002
Tel:	650-743-7141
Fax:	202-506-1380
service@neocorta.com
www.neocorta.com

NeoCORTA	makes	brain	fitness	practical	
and	effective.	Individuals	use	our	Internet-
based	tools	to	monitor	their	abilities,	
quantify	their	risk	factors,	and	build	whole-
person	action	plans.	Organizations	use	our	
aggregate-level	data	to	adjust	and	validate	
programming.

Performance Health Systems, 
bioDensity System
1033	Skokie	Boulevard,	Suite	480
Northbrook	IL	60062
Tel:	847-656-3001
Fax:	847-656-3004
info@biodensity.com
www.biodensity.com

bioDensity,	a	technology	of	Performance	
Health	Systems,	facilitates	safe,	fast	and	
effective	self-loading	of	the	musculoskeletal	
system,	aiding	in	improving	and	main-
taining	muscle	strength,	bone	health	and	
energy.

SwimEx, Inc.
846	Airport	Road
Fall	River	MA	02720
Toll-free:	800-877-7946
Tel:	508-646-1600
Fax:	508-675-0525
sales@swimex.com
www.swimex.com

SwimEx	pools	offer	an	exercise	environ-
ment	that’s	gentle	on	joints,	and	takes	up	
little	space.	The	pools	feature	an	adjustable	
paddlewheel	water	current	that	is	smooth	
and	nonturbulent	for	clients’	exercise	rou-
tines	or	swimming	strokes.
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No idea is too big or too small to be a catalyst for 
transformation. Think big! Think out-of-the-box.
In fact, why not create a new box?

The International Council on Active Aging® encourages you to 
gather your staff for internal brainstorming sessions about 
what your area of the active-aging industry may look like in 
2020. Then go online to ICAA on Facebook and share your 
ideas with other visionaries.

For more information about ICAA 2020, visit
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Share the uplifting new documentary Age of 
Champions with your members! It’s a great way 
to inspire the people in your organization and 
add an exciting event to your calendar. 

Learn more at www.ageofchampions.org/icaa 

WINNING NEVER GETS OLD.

AGE OF CHAMPIONS 

Nikki Leader &
Mavis Albin

67 and 72 years old
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2012 ICAA Member Planning Guide

January 2012

11 Presenter applications avail-
able for ICAA Conference 
2012

February

29 Applications deadline for 
ICAA Conference 2012

Have you …

•	 Listed ICAA renewal in the annual 
budget to be prepared when you 
receive your renewal notice?

•	 Supported ICAA’s Changing the 
Way We Age® Campaign by be-
coming an ICAA Champion or 
campaign partner?

•	 Enrolled your community in 
the ICAA/ProMatura Wellness 
Benchmarks?

Catch up with the association that supports professionals in older-adult fitness and wellness

d i r e c t i o n s

Dr. Maria Fiatarone Singh

Active-aging expert to 
advise ICAA
Renowned geriatrician Maria Fiatarone 
Singh, MD, FRACP, recently joined the 
International Council on Active Ag-
ing’s Advisory Board, the association is 
pleased to announce. Fiatarone Singh is 
the John Sutton Chair of Exercise and 
Sport Science in the School of Exercise 
and Sport Science at the University of 
Sydney, Australia. Board certified in in-
ternal medicine and geriatric medicine, 
the professor is a fellow of the Geronto-
logical Society of America and the Royal 
Australasian College of Physicians, as 
well as a member of the American Geri-
atrics Society and the Australasian Soci-
ety for Geriatric Medicine. Her research, 
clinical and teaching career to date has 
focused on the integration of geriatric 
medicine, exercise physiology and nutri-
tion as a means to improve quality of life 
for older adults.

“We’re delighted that Dr. Fiatarone 
Singh has agreed to serve on the ICAA 
Advisory Board,” says Colin Milner, 
the association’s founder and CEO. 
“She brings to the ICAA community a 
wealth of knowledge and experience in 
evidence-based interventions to enhance 
older-adult health and well-being.”

ICAA supports, partners with 
new campaign
ICAA’s Colin Milner was among the 
speakers at a briefing about exercise and 
aging on October 19 in Washington, 
DC. Hosted by United States Senators 
Herb Kohl (D-WI) and Mark Udall (D-
CO) of the Senate Special Committee 
on Aging, the event also introduced the 
Go4Life® Campaign from the National 
Institute on Aging (US National Insti-

tutes of Health). This new campaign 
aims to provide resources to Americans 
ages 50-plus that they can use to incor-
porate exercise and physical activity into 
their everyday lives. 

ICAA supports Go4Life, which will be 
an essential part of ICAA’s Changing the 
Way We Age® Campaign, launched this 
year to help shift society’s perceptions of 
aging. Featured on the www.changingthe
wayweage.com website, Go4Life will be 
integrated into the ICAA campaign as 
an ICAA Champions Program Partner.

Patsy LeBlanc

Staff changes announced
ICAA regrets to announce that Presi-
dent Patrick Hald and Director of Busi-
ness Development Amie Preston left the 
association this fall. The couple recently 
moved to Pennsylvania, where Hald now 
serves as president of HydroWorx, an 
ICAA Preferred Vendor. ICAA wishes 
Hald and Preston well and thanks them 
for their contributions to the company.

Alongside these fall farewells, ICAA 
extended a warm welcome to Patsy 
LeBlanc, who joined the team in Novem-
ber as Director of Market Development. 
LeBlanc has worked in the fitness indus-
try for 30 years. Prior to joining ICAA, 
she was Keiser Corporation’s regional 
manager (sales), during which time she 
worked with many retirement communi-
ties to implement wellness programs.

LeBlanc looks forward to her new chal-
lenge. “I believe in the ICAA mission,” 
she says, “and am proud to be associated 
with an organization that’s working to 
change negative perceptions of aging 
and encourage healthier lifestyles for 
older adults.” 

Update: ICAA works with 
Osteoarthritis Action 
Alliance 
In April 2011, ICAA joined the Osteo-
arthritis (OA) Action Alliance, a new 
coalition of concerned organizations 
working collectively to elevate OA as a 
national health priority. The Alliance is 
spearheaded by the Arthritis Founda-
tion and the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention in the United States. Pat 
Ryan, ICAA’s vice president of educa-
tion, is ICAA’s representative to the 
physical activity subcommittee of the 
Alliance. This subcommittee’s first proj-
ect is to conduct an environmental scan 
identifying information already avail-
able that supports the goal of increasing 
physical activity among people with OA. 
So far, Ryan has provided suggestions 
and resources to the group. She contin-
ues to work with colleagues to define 
the scope and criteria for materials that 
might be included as resources for 
others.
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